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ABSTRACT 

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a neurodegenerative disorder that results from a loss of synaptic 

transmission and ultimately results in cell death.  However, the mechanisms that induce neuronal 

cell death remain elusive.  Amyloid plaques composed of amyloid fibrils (Aβ) and 

neurofibrillary tangles (NFTs) composed of hyperphosphorylated tau (pTau) are the main 

pathogenic hallmarks of AD. Aβ and NFT generation is influenced by reactive oxygen species 

and altered signaling pathways.  Focal adhesion proteins assemble into intracellular complexes 

involved in integrin-mediated communication between the extracellular matrix (ECM) and the 

actin cytoskeleton, regulating many cell physiological processes.  Interestingly, recent studies 

report that integrins bind to Aβ fibrils, mediating Aβ signal transmission from extracellular sites 

of Aβ deposits into the cell and ultimately to the nucleus.  Hydrogen peroxide-inducible-clone 5 

(Hic-5) and paxillin are members of the group III LIM domain protein family that localize to 

both the nucleus and focal adhesions.  Hic-5 and paxillin are expressed in numerous regions of 

the rat brain including cerebellum, striatum, prefrontal cortex, hippocampus, hypothalamus, 

thalamus, and spinal cord.  While little is known about the specific roles of paxillin and Hic-5 in 
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regulating focal adhesion signaling and gene expression within brain, non-genomic roles for both 

paxillin and Hic-5 in brain have been described.  For example, in cultured neurons, paxillin is 

rapidly phosphorylated in the presence of fibrillar β-amyloid and colocalized with pTau, leading 

to altered focal adhesion turnover and loss of synaptic integrity.  A functional role for Hic-5 in 

the brain was revealed by its ability to (1) decrease surface levels of dopamine transporter (DAT) 

in rat midbrain neuronal cultures and to (2) negatively affect dopamine uptake.  A direct 

interaction between Hic-5 and DAT may be responsible for this effect.  While these reports 

suggest biologic functions of Hic-5 and paxillin in brain, a detailed analysis of paxillin and Hic-5 

expression and distribution in normal or AD brain has not been performed.  Given the in vitro 

association between paxillin and β-amyloid-induced toxicity and Hic-5 response to oxidative 

stress, a blinded retrospective cross-sectional study of the human hippocampus for Hic-5 and 

paxillin was performed.  The expression and subcellular distribution of Hic-5 and paxillin in AD 

and control hippocampus were determined by immunohistochemistry (IHC) from early and late-

stage AD and age-matched control subjects.  IHC was also used to examine the subcellular 

distribution of specific phosphorylated isoforms of paxillin.  Laser scanning confocal microscopy 

(LSCM) was used to visualize or demonstrate colocalization of Hic-5, paxillin and 

phosphorylated isoforms of paxillin.  Observations demonstrate changes in the subcellular 

distribution of Hic-5, paxillin and specific phosphorylated isoforms of paxillin within particular 

regions of the hippocampus in AD brain.  Hic-5 and phosphorylated isoforms of paxillin 

colocalize with NFTs, while paxillin is predominantly found in reactive astrocytes (stellate-

shaped) in the hippocampus of AD brains.  Thus, important scaffolding proteins that link various 

intracellular signaling pathways to the ECM are modified and exhibit altered subcellular 

distribution in hippocampus during AD. 
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1.0  INTRODUCTION:  ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE 

1.1 HISTORY 

Dementia is a brain disorder that adversely affects one’s ability to perform daily activities due to 

cognitive impairment and memory loss.  The cause of dementia is believed to be due to synaptic 

and neuronal losses in specific brain regions that regulate congnition, memory, and executive 

functions.  Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is the most common dementia and is considered a disease 

of the aging population that was first described by Dr. Alois Alzheimer in 1907 as a progressive 

brain disorder (1).  His patient in 1901, Frau Auguste Deter, progressively developed memory 

and behavioral abnormalities within a few years until her death in 1906 (1).  Upon autopsy of 

post-mortem brain, Dr. Alzheimer used Bodian’s silver stain and observed “cerebral atrophy” 

(shrinkage of the cortex), “abnormal deposits” now known to be beta-amyloid (Aβ) peptide and 

“tangled bundles of fibre” that are now known as neurofibrillary tangles (NTFs) (1).  In 1910 Dr. 

Perusini published similar findings from four more cases and the disorder was named after Dr. 

Alzheimer (2).  Dr. Alzheimer’s techniques and observations are still currently used to identify 

the major pathological hallmarks of AD.  To date, no known effective cure is available to hault 

the progression of AD.  The cause of AD is unclear but genetic, behavioral and environmental 

risk factors are believed to contribute to the pathogenesis of this neurodegenerative disease.  

Increasing age is still the greatest risk factor for AD and the national average life expectancy 
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continues to rise.  Continued research in AD pathology is needed to identify new targets, 

establish early diagnosis, and obtain better therapies to enhance the quality of life of an ever-

increasing aging population (3).   

1.2 EPIDEMIOLOGY OF ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE 

Increasing age and a family history of dementia are considered the major risk factors for 

developing late-onset AD, the most common form of AD (4).  In the United States, AD is the 

seventh leading cause of death in the overall population and the fifth leading cause of death in 

people age 65 and older (3).   At this time, most cases of AD are sporadic and do not follow 

single familial inheritance patterns.  Approximately 5.2 million Americans currently live with 

AD.  In general, 5% of adults aged 65 to 74 years have AD and this number doubles every 5 

years at which time 50% of adults aged at least 85 years have the disease.  The Alzheimer’s 

Association reports that 10 million of the 78 million baby boomers (born between the years 1946 

and 1964) currently living (aged 44 to 62 years) will develop AD in their lifetime.  It was once 

thought that women were at higher risk to develop AD but this is now believed not to be the 

case.  More women do have AD but it is because they typically live longer (5).  Gender is no 

longer considered a risk factor as men and woman are equally at risk to develop AD.  

Interestingly, researchers once believed that a higher education (more than 15 years vs. less than 

12 years of education) reduced one’s risk of AD (6-9).  However, researchers now believe that 

higher education provides an individual with more synapses and creates a “cognitive reserve” 

that only delays the time before symptoms of AD are observable (8, 9).   
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A recent study focusing on the heritability of AD published data comparing 11,884 twins 

by evaluating genetic vs. environmental risk factors associated with AD including 392 pairs of 

monozygotic twins or dizygotic twins having AD (10).  The concordance of twins with AD is 

between 58% and 78% with both sets of twins having a similar age of onset (78.1 years) (10).  

The intrapair standard deviation in the age of onset between the sets of twins showed that 

monozygotic twins (3.66 + 3.63 years) vs. dizygotic twin (8.12 + 7.04 years) corresponded to an 

increased risk of AD in monozygotic twins (10).  These authors also published results suggesting 

that environment factors including the complexity of work based on the rankings from the 

Dictionary of Occupational Titles (United States Department of Labor, 1977) influences whether 

an individual is at risk of developing AD (11).  Thus, studies using data from twins confirms that 

genetics, behavior, and environmental factors are associated risk factors of AD.  Modifying 

behavior may therefore reduce one’s risk of AD.   

Four key genes have been linked to the less common autosomal dominant familial early-

onset AD (FAD) that manifests before the age of 65 years (12).  Strikingly, mutations or 

presence of specific alleles in each of these four genes lead to increased levels of Aβ (13-16).  

Three of these genes encode transmembrane proteins that, when combined, account for only 3% 

of all AD cases including amyloid precursor protein (APP) on chromosome 21 (21q22.3), 

presenilin 1 (PS1) on chromosome 14, and presenilin 2 (PS2) on chromosome 1 (13-16).  The 

frequency of a mutant apolipoprotein E4 (ApoE4) allele on chromosome 19 (19q13.2) is the only 

gene linked to both FAD and sporadic late-onset AD (LOAD) (17).  Though different genes may 

be responsible for the development of AD, the same symptoms and pathogenic lesions are 

observed in both FAD and LOAD.  A more detailed description of the mutations in these genes 

and possible mechanisms of sporadic AD are provided in Section 1.3.2. 
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Non-genetic risk factors for AD include those related to heart disease and stroke 

including blood pressure/hypertension, cholesterol levels, diabetes/insulin levels, and obesity as 

well as other factors including inflammation, homocysteine levels, hormonal levels, head injury, 

vitamin levels, and smoking (18).  Though some of these risk factors have stong correlation with 

developing AD, heart disease and stroke related risk factors have gained from recent 

publications.  Type II diabetes leads to increased insulin levels due to insulin resistance in liver 

and muscle cells.  Increased insulin levels have been associated with increased levels of Aβ in 

the cerebrospinal fluid (19).  Numerous studies have determined that type II diabetes subjects 

had at least twice the risk of developing AD (20).  In 1996, Selkoe and colleagues published the 

first report linking insulin and AD (21).  They showed that insulin competes with Aβ for insulin-

degrading enzyme and in type II diabetes insulin-degrading enzyme does not effectively remove 

Aβ (22).  Mice lacking insulin-degrading enzyme developed both AD (50% increase in Aβ) and 

type II diabetes pathologies (23, 24).  These studies support that diabetes may be associated with 

the relative risk (RR) of AD (25).  Researchers have also shown a correlation between obesity 

and the increased risk of AD (26, 27).  Metabolic syndrome is now described as a disease that 

encompasses multiple conditions including heart disease, abnormal cholesterol levels, obesity, 

and diabetes (28).  Researchers have found that metabolic syndrome patients become resistant to 

insulin and lose their ability to utilize glucose efficiently that leads to increased levels of blood 

sugar levels.  Not surprisingly, metabolic syndrome has recently been associated with increased 

risk of AD (29).   

These risk factors point to potential causes or markers of AD that in some cases may be 

treated either with behavioral changes or drug therapies.  However, some of these observations 

have led to inconsistencies in the findings.  For example, cholesterol levels have been implicated 
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in the risk of AD.  However, contradictory results have been reported.  In the Kuppio cohort 

(RR: 2.2) higher cholesterol levels were associated with AD (30).  While another study, the 

Famingham cohort (RR: 0.95), observed no association of cholesterol with AD.  Finally, a third 

study (RR: 0.55) showed higher cholesterol levels to be protective.  Thus, this risk factor may 

not be a viable candidate to monitor AD susceptibility and inconsistent findings may be due to 

extrinsic or intrinsic factors that will impede the success of determining a viable candidate for 

monitoring AD.  Noteworthy, cholesterol levels have been shown to greatly decrease with age 

and fluctuate in the presence of other pathologic conditions, such as cancer and cardiovascular 

disease (31). 

Other inconsistencies have been observed in attempts to link particular factors with the 

risk of AD.  For example, the risk of high blood pressure was also thought to be associated with 

increased RR of AD (32, 33).  While other studies found that very high blood pressure to be 

protective while very low blood pressure was associated with a high risk of AD (34).  However, 

these inconsistencies may be attributable to the test itself.  For example, studies with a cohort of 

Japanese Americans born in Hawaii determined that systolic and diastolic blood pressure peaked 

at different ages, 59 years and 60 years of age (35).  Thus, the age when one specific risk factor 

(systolic or diastolics blood pressure) is monitored may alter the outcome of a test used to 

determine the RR of AD.  Some variables from the Japanese cohort, including smoking, 

suggested both behavioral and genetic linkage for the RR of AD (36).  Smoking increased the 

RR of AD (nonsmokers (RR: 1), light smoker (RR: 2), and heavy smoker (RR: 2.5).  However, 

compared to light smokers a decreased RR (though still increased compared to nonsmokers) was 

found in very heavy smokers (RR: 1.5).  These results seem inconsistent and point toward other 

factors that may be affecting the relevance of associating this risk factor with AD susceptibility.  
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In fact, genetic analysis of alleles of members of the ApoE family of proteins determined 

survival rates in these smoking patients correlated to either the presence of either the ApoE2, 

ApoE3, or ApoE4 alleles (36).  ApoE proteins are the major components of the very low-density 

lipoproteins and known for their role as the principle cholesterol carrier in the brain (37).  

Smoking patients with both ApoE4 alleles showed the lowest survival rate.  ApoE4 is a 299 

amino acid glycoprotein that is translated and secreted by astrocytes (38).  Mutations in the 

ApoE4 gene are linked to both FAD and LOAD.  Approximately 15% of the total population 

express the ApoE4 isoform that has been implicated in 50% of all AD cases (39).  

Thus, many variables can affect the outcome of a test used to determine the RR of AD 

including the presence of other conditions or diseases when monitoring cholesterol levels, the 

age when blood pressure is monitored, and smoking with a susceptible genetic linkage.  

Combined with genetic links, those related to metabolic syndrome, and other factors including 

inflammation, homocysteine levels, hormonal levels, head injury, vitamin levels, and smoking, 

the risk of AD is now beginning to identify not only individual risk factors but those that share 

common pathologies (18).  Therapies are now targeting the etiologies of AD and focused on 

combinations of risk factors in attempts to slow disease progression or eliminate the 

contributions of specific risk factors associated with AD.   
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1.3 CLINICAL FEATURES AND PATHOLOGY OF ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE 

1.3.1 Diagnosis 

Typically, a family member or those close to the affected individual initially recognizes signs of 

memory loss or inability to perform daily activities.  The Alzheimer’s Association has created 

ten warning signs to distinguish AD associated changes in memory affecting daily activities, 

each of which justify seeking professional help from a physician.  These include memory loss, 

difficulty performing familiar tasks, problems with language, disorientation in time or place, 

poor or decreased judgment, problems with abstract thinking, misplaced things, changes in mood 

or behavior, changes in personality, and loss of initiative (Table 1).  Other forms of dementia that 

are clinically distinct include: vascular or multi-infarct dementia, mixed dementia, Parkinson’s 

disease (PD), dementia with Lewy bodies, physical injury to brain, Huntington’s disease, 

Creutzfeldt-Jacob disease (CJD), frontotemporal dementia/Pick’s disease (FTD), and normal 

pressure hydrocephalus (Table 2) (40).  To diagnose AD in living subjects, physicians must 

utilize family history, patient history, neurological characteristics, neuropsychological 

evaluations, psychological testing, blood tests, and neuroimaging.  The overall observation that 

confirms a diagnosis of AD is loss of memory over time.  The Functional Assessment Staging 

scale has been developed to chart the progressive decline in AD patients (Table 3) (41).   

Patients that have symptoms but do not necessarily meet the criteria to be diagnosed with 

a dementia are considered to have mild cognitive impairment (42-44).  Mild cognitive 

impairment is considered a stage between normal aging and dementia.  Over time, mild cognitive 

impairment patients may develop dementia, fail to progress to dementia or even revert to normal 

cognitive status.  Not surprisingly, researchers have found that mild cognitive impairment  
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Table 1. 10 warning signs of AD 

 

patients have an increased risk of AD when the symptom involves memory loss (45).  Thus, 

proper diagnosis of mild cognitive impairment in patients provides a window of treatment 

opportunity to slow or stop the progression of dementias including AD.Psychological tests for 

subjects that take between 5 to 15 minutes including the Abbreviated Mental Test Score, the 

Mini Mental State Examination, Modified Mini-Mental State Examination, the Cognitive 
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Table 2. 10 Forms of Dementia 

 

Abilities Screening Instrument, and the clock drawing test have been developed to provide a 

quick screen for cognitive deficits with varying success rates (46-50).  The Mini Mental State 

Examination has been the most studied, though the other tests listed above are gaining 

popularity. However, these tests determine rate of change in memory loss during the course of 

dementia and only help make a “probable” or “possible” diagnosis of AD.  In 2000, Gelb 

published four areas that could be used in the diagnosis of living AD including cognitive testing, 

global assessment, functional assessment, and behavioral rating scales that can be scaled to 

determine rate of progress in the disease and provide individuals the capability to manage the 

disease (51). 
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Table 3. A Functional Assessment for 7 Stages of AD Progression 

 

New medical tests are attempting to provide a cost-effective diagnostic tool to improve 

the accuracy in the identification of AD subjects early enough to provide corrective therapeutic 

opportunities.  The presence of Aβ in the retina has been reported and could lead to early and 

non invasive diagnosis of AD (52).  Neuroimaging, including magnetic resonance imaging 

(MRI) and computed tomography (CT scan), can reveal structural changes in brain.  Positron 

emission tomography (PET scan) and functional MRI can determine functional alterations in 

sugar or oxygen consumption at the cellular level (53-56).  The Pittsburgh Compound B has been 

shown to noninvasively detect plaques in living subjects with a PET scan and recent studies 

suggest this compound may be useful in distinguishing the difference between mild cognitive 

impairment and AD (53, 56).  Studies are ongoing that utilize novel imaging tools to follow the 

progression of brain pathological changes and identify individuals at risk for AD.   

Voorheis and colleagues have developed a blood test, tPST, that detects tau-peptide 

fragments that are released into the blood by degenerating neurons (57).  Normal blood does not 

contain this marker and this test is believed to be sensitive to the early-stages of AD.  Another 

blood test, NuroPro, measures levels of 59 biomarkers in blood by 2D-PAGE and reports the 

ablility to distinguish between AD, PD, and amytrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) (58, 59).   
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Cerebrospinal fluid levels of Aβ, tau, pTau, and ubiquitin have been studied and may 

help in the diagnosis of AD.  Lower levels of Aβ (1-42), increased levels of tau, pTau, and 

ubiquitin have been shown to correlate significantly with AD (60-62).  In 2005, researchers 

classified 353 AD patients into 5 subgroups based on cerebrospinal fluid levels of Aβ, tau, and 

ubiquitin suggesting these 5 groups may benefit from different therapies (63).  Though all of 

these diagnostic measures provide potential resources to better identify the likelihood of 

developing AD, further studies are needed to enhance and more completely examine their 

predictive outcomes.  The diagnosis of AD is further complicated by the presence of similar 

pathological lesions in more than one type of dementia.  For example, Lewy bodies are now 

considered to be present in up to 50% of AD cases (64).  According to the Alzheimer’s 

Association, experts in Neuropathology can diagnose an AD subject with 90% accuracy.  

However, post-mortem pathologic analysis is still required to positively identify the underlying 

brain lesions.   

Efforts have been made to standardize the protocols for the classification of AD or 

determine the underlying cause of the disability.  In 1985, the National Institute of Aging 

established the first consensus of age-related criteria for the neuropathologic diagnosis for AD 

(65).  The Bielschowsky stain, similar to the stain used by Dr. Alzheimer, has been used to count 

the three types of labeled senile plaques (diffuse, neuritic, and central/dense core) in specific 

brain regions.  Neuritic plaques are considered the best indicator in the diagnosis of AD.  In 

1991, the Consortium to Establish a Registry for Alzheimer’s Disease (CERAD) was published 

and established common criteria regarding specific information for the diagnosis of AD 

including standard protocols for inter-laboratory comparisons (66).  These protocols include 

fixing autopsied brain in 10% buffered formalin, use of 6-8 μm paraffin sections, Bielschowsky 
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stain to detect neuritic plaques and use of additional brain sections common to other dementias to 

determine an age-related plaque score (none, sparse, moderate, or frequent).  This information 

was then combined with a living clinical diagnosis of dementia to conclude whether a suspected 

individual was finally confirmed to have been suffering from AD.  The CERAD criteria do not 

utilize tangle formation for this determination.  In 1991, Braak and Braak published results that 

identified a pattern of tangle formation that correlated to a staging system (stages I/II, III/IV, or 

V/VI) of AD in different brain regions (67).  Stages I/II associates with NFTs primarily in the 

transentorhinol cortex with few in the CA1 subregion of the hippocampus.  In addition to stages 

I/II, stages III/IV are associated with NFTs that are moderately present in the CA1 and 

subiculum.  Also, ghost tangles (dead neurons with uncleared NFTs) are also found in the 

originally NFT presenting transentorhinol cortex.  In the neocortex, a sparse number of NFTs are 

found in stages III/IV.  In addition to stages I-IV, stages V/VI associates with numerous 

neocortex NFTs while in stage VI is assicated with numerous NFTs that are present in layer V of 

the primary visual cortex (line of Gennari).  The Braak staging system provided additional 

criteria in the diagnosis of AD that can be used with the same silver stain to determine the 

presence of neuritic plaques established by the National Institute of Aging and CERAD criteria.  

In 1997, the National Institute of Aging and Reagan Institute recommended the use of both 

CERAD and Braak staging systems to improve the diagnosis of AD (68).  

1.3.2 Neuropathology 

The two major hallmarks of AD are plaques composed extracellular Aβ and NFTs composed of 

intracellular pTau in areas of brain involved in memory (68).  If a neuron contains NFTs and 

eventually dies, only “ghost tangles” remain because the aggregated filaments of pTau are not 
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readily cleared from the cerebral extracellular space. In 1980, researchers found that FAD and 

LOAD share the same pathology and suggest a common pathogenic signaling underlies both 

types of AD (69).  All AD subjects contain plaques that are due to an increase in the production 

of amyloidogenic Aβ peptide fragment that is derived from the full length APP (70, 71).   

APP belongs to the APP gene family consisting of three members APP and amyloid 

precursor-like proteins 1 and 2 (APLP1 and APLP2) (70, 71).  APP proteins do not share 

sequence homology with Aβ.  All three full-length APP proteins contain a large extracellular N-

terminal domain (624-700 amino acids), a single transmembrane domain (25 amino acids), and a 

short cytoplasmic C-terminal domain (46 amino acids).  Knock-out mice for each APP member 

are viable with only subtle neurological deficits.  However, a combined knock-out for 

APP/APLP2 or APLP1/APLP2 results in early postnatal lethality (PO) (72, 73).  This suggests a 

redundant role for at least the APLP2 gene in this family.  APP has been shown to be involved in 

many aspects of cell metabolism including neurite outgrowth, neuronal survival, cell-cell 

adhesion, axonal transport, cell-proliferation, synaptogensis, transcriptional regulation and cell-

ECM adhesion (integrin activation) (74-80).  APP has at least 3 known isoforms (695, 751, and 

771 amino acids) are generated by alternative splicing (81).  APP695 is the predominant isoform 

and is expressed only in neurons while APP751 and APP771 are expressed in neural and non-

neural cells.   

APP is proteolytically cleaved by two different pathways producing either the non-

amyloidogenic or amyloidogenic peptide (81, 82) .  Typically APP is predominantly cleaved by 

α-secretase between Lys687 and Leu688 to produce the non-toxic/non-amyloidogenic soluble 

extracellular fragment (sAPPα) leaving the membrane bound C-terminial 83 amino acid (C83) 

fragment.  APP can also be cleaved by β-secretase between Met671and Asp672 to produce the 
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non-toxic soluble extracellular fragment (sAPPβ) leaving the membrane bound C-terminal 99 

amino acid (C99) fragment.  In both pathways, the C83 and C99 fragments of APP at the 

membrane surface can be further cleaved by γ-secretase at Val711 or Ile713 to produce the same 

APP intracellular domains (AICD) but the remaining peptide fragments have different lengths.  

The non-toxic small peptide (P3) is derived from the C83 fragment while the toxic Aβ (either 40-

42 amino acids) peptide is derived from the C99 fragment.  Both APP cleavage pathways operate 

under normal conditions.  However, in AD subjects the toxic amyloidogenic pathway generates a 

sufficient concentration of Aβ to adopt a stable β-sheet tertiary conformation (83).  This β-sheet 

aggregation of Aβ eventually creates plaques.  The current prevailing view is that accumulation 

of the Aβ, specifically the 42 amino acids fragment, contributes to the progression of AD and is 

not just a marker of the disease (84).   

Not surprisingly, researchers have focused on identifying the mechanism of functional 

regulation of β-secretase and γ-secretase. The only known protein identified containing β-

secretase activities is the β-site APP cleaving enzyme (BACE-1), an aspartic proteinase (85).  

Both presenilins are members of a complex that determines the activity of γ-secretase.  Mutations 

in either PS1 or PS2, changes the activity of γ-secretase and causes increased generation of the 

toxic 42 amino acid Aβ fragment (14, 86).  The majority of mutations that cause FAD are in the 

PS1 and PS2 genes (86).  Both presenilins contain multiple membrane spanning domains that are 

found mostly in the endoplasmic reticulum and early Golgi apparatus in neurons (14, 86).  

Surprisingly, the full-length PS1 (46 kDa) and PS2 (55 kDa) proteins are rarely detected 

endogenously and are proteolytically cleaved to produce different N-terminal and C-terminal 

proteins (either 28 and 18 kDa fragments or 35 and 20 kDa fragments) (87).    
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APP and its proteolytically cleaved Aβ fragment have been implicated in plaque 

formation found in both FAD and LOAD (88).  However, it was once thought that plaques take 

decades to form and may not account for the progressive memory loss.  Transgenic mice that 

over-express Aβ and PS1 forming genes (APP/PS1) generate an abnormal amount of Aβ and 

develop plaques in 5-6 months (89).  To determine the “birthday” of newly forming plaques, the 

use of a new imaging technique called multiphoton confocal microscopy was used to image the 

same area over time in the cortex of a living mouse (89).  These studies showed that plaques 

could develop in a single day.  Within a couple of days, activated microglia targeted to the newly 

formed plaques and adjacent neurons became dystrophic.  These results support the hypothesis 

that plaques form first and adjacent dystrophic neurons form second.  In support of these in vivo 

findings for the amyloid hypothesis, APP is located on the human chromosome 21 and 

duplication of this chromosome (trisomy 21) causes Down’s Syndrome (DS) (90, 91).  In 1977, 

Heston and colleagues first published that both AD and DS patients showed the same 

microtubular pathology in neurons and suggested premature aging was linked in these diseases 

(92).  DS subjects that live past 40 years inevitably develop plaques and AD symptoms years 

before sporadic cases.  These subjects have increased Aβ production at this early age.  Thus 

having a third copy of APP increases one’s risk of DS and early plaque formation.  Other genes 

on chromosome 21 may also be involved including superoxide dismutase (SOD1).  In light of all 

of the evidence supporting the cytotoxicity of fully aggregated Aβ, an intermediate form of Aβ 

(neither soluble or fully aggregated) is now considered the cytotoxic form of Aβ (83).  However, 

it is still possible that yet a fourth globular form of Aβ may contribute to the onset of AD (93).  

Tau was originally identified in 1975 as a microtuble-associated protein that normally 

interacts with tubulin to stabilize axonal microtubules in the cell cytoskeleton and is not present 
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in the dendrites of neurons (94).  This protein is regulated by alternative expression of different 

isoforms and by phosphorylation.  Six tau isoforms are found in brain and contain a different 

number of C-terminal positively charged microtubule-binding domains (95).  The three isoforms 

with four microtubule-binding domains are believed to stabilize microtubules better than the 

three isoforms with three microtubule-binding domains (95).  Typically phosphorylation of tau 

disrupts microtubule stabilization (96, 97).  However, hyperphosphorylated tau can self-assemble 

into twisted paired helical filaments forming NFTs resulting in dystrophic neurites associated 

with AD (98).  The tau gene is located on chromosome 17q21 and mutations in this gene have 

shown a genetic linkage to increased NFT production and cause FTD with PD (99, 100).  

Subjects with these mutations do not contain a significant number of plaques but they do contain 

an increase in the number of NFTs and are not considered to be associated with AD.  In light of 

tau mutations, the Braak staging system has shown a strong association with NFTs and AD.   

Other less studied hallmarks of AD include intracellular aggregates including 

granulovacuolar degeneration bodies (GVDs) and Hirano bodies.  GVDs were identified in 1911 

and are considered the third hallmark of AD pathology that is not typically found in normal 

neurons (101, 102).  Using transmission electron microscopy, GVD bodies are seen as 

intracytoplasmic double membrane vesicles with a dense central granule (103).  They are 

believed to form from the lysosomal autophagy of cytoplasmic substances containing 

cytoskeleton proteins including neurofilament, tau, and tubulin (104, 105).  This organelle then 

fails to control normal metabolic pathways in neuropathologic conditions.  Other proteins have 

been shown to localize in GVD bodies including Alz-50, casein kinase-1, β-catenin, and GSK-

3α/β (106-109).  GVD bodies were hypothesized to be involved in neuronal cell death.  Dr. 

Cotman recently identified both caspase-3 and its caspase-cleaved APP fragment (cAPP) in 
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GVDs (110).  The cAPP fragment was previously found to be a caspase-substrate during 

apoptosis and is distinct from the C-terminal domains created by secretases (110).  These data 

suggest that cAPP and caspase-3 may be involved in neuronal death with cells containing GVD 

bodies.   

Hirano bodies were first identified as intracellular, paracrystalline, eosinophilic rod 

shaped structures in neurons of the Guam-Parkinson-dementia complex and later in Guam-ALS 

subjects (111, 112).  Using electron microscopy, Hirano bodies appear to contain alternating 

rows of actin filaments (111, 113).  These crystalline structures are typically found in pyramidal 

neurons in the hippocampus that are considered a characteristic of normal aging and not specific 

to AD (114).  However, it is believed that Hirano bodies are increased in AD subjects.  Hirano 

bodies are formed after aberrant caspase cleavage to produce an actin filament fragment (fractin) 

at Asp244 to generate a N-terminal 32 kDa and C-teriminal 15 kDa peptide fragments (115).  

The 32 kDa fractin fragment crystallizes to form a non-degradable protein complex.  Other 

proteins have been shown to localize to Hirano bodies including α-actinin, actin, ADF/cofilin, 

cAPP, FAC1, HCNP, Hsp27, iNOS, MAP1, MAP1/2, neurofilament proteins, tau, trypomyosin, 

and vinculin (116).  A mammalian cell culture system has recently been developed to investigate 

Hirano body formation (117). 

The four hallmarks of AD described are now targets for investigation to reveal the 

mechanism of their formation and clearance from brain and their respective roles in 

pathogenesis.  Both in vivo and in vitro studies have provided the focal point for investigations 

that may lead to greater understanding of the mechanisms in the pathogenesis of AD.  Biological 

markers may also be identified aiding in the early diagnosis of AD and monitoring of effective 

therapies. 
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1.3.3 Cytoskeletal abnormalities 

1.3.3.1 Introduction 

In tissue, the ECM regulates many aspects of cellular function.  Typically, specific ECM 

molecules bind to integrin cell surface receptors and activate downstream focal adhesion cell 

adhesion molecules involved in the regulation of anchorage-dependent cell survival signals (118-

123).  Focal adhesions are macromolecular protein complexes that link integrin mediated 

signaling to the actin cytoskeleton (119, 122, 124, 125).  Upon cell adhesion, integrins utilize 

both structural and signaling cell adhesion molecules to impact cellular motility and viability 

(119, 122, 125, 126).  During the initial stage of cell adhesion to the ECM, numerous proteins are 

required for focal adhesion assembly: the activity of each may be regulated by specific post-

translational modifications such as phosphorylation (119, 121, 122, 125, 127-129).  For example, 

integrin activation leads to the phosphorylation and sequestration of LIM domain containing 

proteins, such as paxillin, which create an intracellular scaffold for many interacting cytoskeleton 

signaling proteins (124, 130, 131).  Paxillin and the closely related protein Hic-5, are members of 

the group III LIM domain family that contain seven zinc fingers, at least four N-terminus 

leucine-rich motifs termed LD motifs, and numerous sites modified by phosphorylation (124, 

130-135).  Hic-5 and paxillin share many interacting partners, hive a high degree of amino acid 

homology between their LIM domains and can act either competitively or antagonistically in 

many signal transduction pathways (130, 132, 136-139). 

Focal adhesions also assimilate many signaling molecules including growth factor 

receptors, cadherins, syndecans, and G-protein-coupled receptors, thereby affecting the cellular 

response to various signals (119, 121, 122, 125, 127, 140).  Paxillin is a scaffolding protein and 

is phosphorylated on tyrosine amino acid residues 31 and 118 (pY31 and pY118) upon the initial 
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activation of ECM-integrin signaling and the formation of intracellular focal adhesion sites (130, 

140-144).  Specific phosphorylation of paxillin is required for the activation of distinct 

downstream signaling pathways (141, 142, 145-147).  The integration of a variety of signaling 

cascades is further influenced by the ability of some focal adhesion proteins to regulate gene 

expression (126, 131).  In fact, both Hic-5 and paxillin have been shown to localize within both 

cytoplasmic focal adhesions and the nucleus (126).  This ability to act both in the nucleus and 

focal adhesions suggests that intracellular trafficking may impact their biological functions.  Hic-

5 contains two nuclear export signal sequences within its leucine-rich domains (133).  

Furthermore, H2O2 induces Hic-5 nuclear import in cultured fibroblasts (133).  The biological 

consequences of Hic-5 nucleocytoplasmic shuttling are unclear, although Hic-5 has been shown 

to be both a positive and negative coregulator of gene expression (148-154). 

Integrins and numerous focal adhesion cell adhesion molecules are expressed in all cells 

throughout the brain and numerous studies indicate a role for integrin signaling in neurite 

outgrowth during differentiation and in response to the toxic effects associated with 

neurodegeneration (122, 140, 141, 145, 155, 156).  Integrins have now been shown to bind Aβ 

and activate focal adhesions through integrin clustering, cell adhesion molecule mobilization, 

and/or cooperatively with growth factor signaling through cell surface growth factor receptors 

(144, 156-158).  Specifically, if fibrillar Aβ is added to cells in culture, both FAK and paxillin 

are rapidly phosphorylated leading to downstream signaling events that can regulate cell viability 

(144, 156, 157).  The participation of focal adhesion proteins in the pathogenesis of AD has been 

postulated based upon integrin mediated interactions with Aβ in vitro (144, 156-159).  Aß 

induced activation of integrins in AD could trigger downstream signaling events linked to focal 

adhesion complexes that differentially affect cell function and survival. Neuronal viability and 
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synaptic loss during the course of AD and potentially other neurodegenerative disorders may be 

solely mediated through focal adhesion signaling.  The role of focal adhesion proteins and 

downstream pathways in AD warrants further investigation.  An analysis of focal adhesion 

proteins that link integrin activation to downstream signaling cascades should provide insightin 

helping to identify both upstream early events and downstream late events in cellular responses 

to various pathological features of AD. 

1.3.3.2 Amyloid beta toxicity through integrin signaling 

(a) Integrins 

Cells adhere to the ECM, basement membrane or connective tissues, to regulate various cellular 

processes including growth, proliferation, survival, differentiation, morphology, migration, and 

death (119, 122).  The ECM signals through the cell surface integrins, a family of 

transmembrane subunits including 18 alpha and 9 beta subunits that generate at least 24 different 

integrins which function as heterodimeric receptors (119, 121, 122).  Integrins mediate both 

cell/ECM and cell/cell adhesions, although they do not contain intrinsic enzymatic activities 

(119, 126, 160, 161).  Instead, integrins associate with numerous intracellular effector cell 

adhesion molecules.   

During the initial stage of cell adhesion to the ECM, numerous cell adhesion molecules 

are required for focal adhesion assembly, each of whose activity may be regulated by specific 

post-translational modifications such as phosphorylation (119, 121, 122, 125, 127-129).  These 

cell adhesion molecules assemble into immature less dense peripherially located focal adhesion 

complexes and mature more dense centrally located focal adhesion complexes associated with 

actin stress fibers (125, 130, 162).  More than 100 cell adhesion molecules are localized to focal 
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adhesions coupling to the actin cytoskeleton and regulating the structural components of the 

focal adhesions to efficiently organize multiple signaling pathways.  focal adhesions are 

macromolecular protein complexes that link integrin mediated signaling to the actin cytoskeleton 

(119, 122, 124, 125).  Upon cell adhesion, integrins utilize both structural and signaling cell 

adhesion molecules to impact cellular motility and viability (119, 122, 125, 126).  Structural cell 

adhesion molecules include actin, α-actinin, α-tubulin, Hic-5, paxillin, Crk associated substrate 

(p130cas), talin, tensin, vinculin, and zyxin (119, 122, 125, 126). Signaling cell adhesion 

molecules include FAK, Fyn, phosphoinositide-3 (PI-3) kinase, c-Abl, Crk, Csk, Grb-2, Nck, and 

PYK2 (119-122, 126, 161).  Many of these signaling cell adhesion molecules are tyrosine 

kinases known to be upstream of serine/threonine kinases including members of the mitogen 

activated protein kinase (MAPK) pathway, cyclin dependent kinase 5 (CDK5), and glycogen 

synthase kinase-3β (GSK-3β) (119, 121, 122, 126, 130, 155).   

Focal adhesions also assimilate many signaling molecules including growth factor 

receptors, cadherins, syndecans, and G-protein-coupled receptors thereby affecting the cellular 

response to various signals (119, 121, 122, 125, 127, 140).  For example, initial activation of 

ECM/integin signaling leads to the phosphorylation and sequestration of scaffolding proteins 

including paxillin, that create an intracellular scaffold for many interacting cytoskeleton 

signaling proteins and activation of downstream signaling pathways (124, 130, 131, 141, 142, 

145-147).  The integrin activation of paxillin is discussed in greater detail in Section 3.  In 

addition, protein tyrosine phosphatases (PTP-1D, PTP-PEST, and PTP-1B) have been shown to 

dephosphorylate cell adhesion molecules upon cell detachment and regulate focal adhesion 

turnover (119, 120, 122, 126).  Cell adhesion molecules localized to focal adhesions have been 

shown to be involved in bidirectional signaling including the compartmentalization of integrin 
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activated downstream signaling molecules regulating “outside-in-signaling” and the localization 

and affinity of integrin receptors to regulate “inside-out-signaling” (118, 119, 121, 122, 161).  

The integration of a variety of signaling cascades is further influenced by the ability of some 

focal adhesion proteins to directly regulate gene expression (126, 131).  Ultimately, cell adhesion 

signaling through integrins and focal adhesions can impact the viability of the cell(159). 

Integrins are expressed in all cells throughout the brain and influence long-term 

potentiation in hippocampal neurons, regulate neurite outgrowth induced by growth factors, and 

regulate survival and death signals (122, 140, 141, 155, 156).  Not surprisingly, numerous focal 

adhesion cell adhesion molecules are also expressed in brain and numerous studies indicate a 

role for integrin signaling in neurite outgrowth during differentiation and in response to the toxic 

effects associated with neurodegeneration (144, 145, 155-158).   Neurite outgrowth is promoted 

by the growth of neuronal cells on laminin, an integrin substrate (140, 141, 145, 163).  Specific 

inhibitors of the Src-family kinases can block neurite outgrowth (140, 141, 145).  When SH-

SY5Y (human), N1E-115 (rat), and Neuro-2a (mouse) cells were plated on laminin and treated 

with retinoic acid to induce neuronal differentiation, both FAK and paxillin were shown to have 

increased tyrosine phosphorylation compared to adhesion during active neurite outgrowth (141, 

144, 164).   

(b) Focal adhesion unit and function 

Focal adhesions were originally identified in cultured fibroblast cells (Abercrombie, 1971).  FAK 

is a non-receptor tyrosine kinase that is activated upon integrin clustering forming AD sites (165-

167).  When cells adhere to the ECM, integrins are activated and FAK is autophosphorylated at 

position Y397, creating a high affinity-binding site for Src-homology 2 (SH2) domain containing 

proteins (120, 121, 165-167).  Src family kinases (Src and Fyn) contain SH2 domains and 
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Figure 1. Early signaling pathways mobilized at focal adhesion formation 
Integrin activation/adhesion promotes FAK autophosphorylation site recruits SH2 domain 
proteins including Src and Fyn leading to further FAK phosphorylation and other FA proteins 
including paxillin.  Phosphorylated paxillin then binds to p130CAS forming the FA unit.  Integrin 
receptor binding to fibrillar Aβ mimics early ECM/integrin signaling. 
 

recognize phosphorylated FAK-Y397 (120, 121, 165-167).  This complex can further 

phosphorylate FAK and other focal adhesion structural and signaling cell adhesion molecules 

including paxillin and p130cas (120, 121, 165-167).  The assembly of FAK/Src 

family/paxillin/p130cas creates the essential four cell adhesion molecules necessary for focal 

adhesion stabilization and integrin signaling that has been termed “quartenary signaling and 

structural focal adhesion-unit” (121, 168) (Fig.1).  The focal adhesion-unit connects the various 

signaling cell adhesion molecules mobilized to focal adhesions to coordinate integrin clustering, 
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cell-cell adhesion, and growth factor signaling (118, 119, 121, 122, 126, 161, 165, 167).  In fact, 

this ECM/integrin/focal adhesion-unit pathway is involved in the regulation of anchorage-

dependent cell survival (118-122).  Disruption of this pathway, either through the loss of cell 

adhesion or microinjection of anti-FAK antibodies, results in the activation of an anchorage-

dependent cell death pathway called anoikis (greek for “homelessness”) (118-122, 161, 167).  

Expression of constitutively active FAK can prevent anoikis in anchorage independent cells, 

including cancer cells (118, 120, 165-167).  Cell adhesion to the ECM and over-expression of 

FAK protects cells from oxidative stress by H2O2 or ionizing radiation induced apoptosis (120, 

121, 167).  The anti-apoptotic effect is dependent on FAK Y397-autophosphorylation and the 

PI3-K/Akt survival pathway (120, 121, 167).   Recently, FAK has also been shown to directly 

interact with and inhibit the tumor suppressor protein p53 induced apoptotic signaling and 

induced the expression of cdk inhibitor p21 (169, 170).  Interestingly, p53 also has the ability to 

directly regulate the expression of FAK and provide a negative feedback mechanism for p53-

induced apoptosis leading to cell survival (169).  Therefore, FAK has the ability to regulate 

multiple survival pathways involved in cell death or survival.  These findings support the 

important role for cell attachment in cell adhesion-mediated drug resistance and resistance to 

ionizing radiation.  Such pathways may also contribute to neuronal cell death/survival pathways 

during AD. 

In addition to regulating cell adhesion and survival pathways, FAK and paxillin also 

function during neuronal differentiation (140, 141, 145).  Nerve growth factor increases the level 

of paxillin tyrosine phosphorylation during neuronal differentiation in PC-12 cells (145).  Two 

members of the FAK family (FAK and PYK2) regulate neurite outgrowth in both PC-12 and 

SHSY-5Y cells (171).  The c-Jun N-terminal kinase (JNK) pathway has also been shown to 
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activate paxillin during cell migration in PC-12 cells (147).  Finally, during nerve growth factor 

induced neuronal differentiation p38 MAPK and CDK5/p35 were shown to activate paxillin 

through serine phosphorylation (145).  The role of focal adhesion cell adhesion molecules in 

neurite outgrowth and neuronal differentiation is now appreciated and investigators are interested 

in how focal adhesions function in neurodegenerative diseases such as AD.   

(c) Amyloid beta binding to integrins and activation of intracellular 

pathways 

Integrins can bind Aβ and activate focal adhesions through integrin clustering, cell adhesion 

molecule mobilization, and/or cooperatively with growth factor signaling through cell surface 

growth factor receptors (144, 156-158) (Fig.1).  The phosphorylation of tyrosine residues has 

been shown to be involved in numerous cell signaling pathways leading to Aβ toxicity which 

have stimulated studies examining how integrins modulate the toxic effects of Aβ (144, 156-

158).  Both FAK and paxillin were found to be tyrosine phosphorylated after exposure to fibrillar 

Aβ, well in advance of cell death (144, 156-158).  Aβ induced cell death was found to be 

dependent on cell anchorage and required the treated cells to have a neuronal phenotype, actin 

cytoskeleton, and Aβ induction of tyrosine phosphorylation (144, 156-158).  In a recent report, 

SHSY-5Y cells treated with fibrillar Aβ failed to exhibit altered FAK or paxillin phosphorylation 

status until they were differentiated by retinoic acid (141, 144, 164).  retinoic acid differentiated 

SHSY-5Y cells treated with cytochalasin D to disrupt actin polymerization or addition of 

monomer Aβ did not alter tyrosine phosphorylation of FAK or paxillin nor induce cell death 

(141).  Fibrillar Aβ exposure did not induce changes in the overall protein levels of FAK or 

paxillin but induces a substantial increase in their tyrosine phosphorylation (FAK-Y397 and 
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paxillin-Y31/118) and evidence of protein mobilization from the cytosolic fraction to the 

membrane fraction (144, 156, 157).  Specifically, focal adhesion size and proportion of 

complexes that are positive for paxillin were found to be elevated in fibrillar Aβ treated neurons 

(157).  These results were specific to FAK and paxillin because no changes in the mobilization 

of another focal adhesion protein, vinculin, were found (157).  It has been suggested that in cell 

culture the early effects of fibrillar Aβ are the induction of FAK and paxillin tyrosine 

phosphorylation, which mimic early events in integrin signaling during adhesion and/or growth 

factor signaling (156).  Therefore, FAK and paxillin are rapidly phosphorylated by fibrillar Aβ, 

leading to downstream signaling events that can regulate cell viability. 

To investigate the downstream pathways activated by FAK in primary cortical neurons, 

Williamson et. al. used a variety of kinase inhibitors and demonstrated that FAK activated by 

fibrillar Aβ induces both ERK2 and GSK-3 serine/threonine kinase signaling pathways (156).  

FAK activation relied on both PI3-K and the Src family member Fyn for downstream signaling.  

Interestingly, FAK activation did not rely on ERK1, Src, PYK2, PKC, or Ca+2 signaling.  

Fibrillar Aβ causes an increase in the tyrosine phosphorylation of MAP2c and tau that could be 

blocked with inhibitors specific for Src family kinases and PI3-K (156)..  ERK2 activity was 

sustained for at least 1 hour and tau phosphorylation occurred on serine residues recognized by 

the paired-helical-filament-1 (PHF-1) antibody (156)..  Thus, it is likely that FAK/Fyn/PI3-K 

activation induces ERK2 and GSK-3 signaling and phosphorylation of tau and MAP2c.  In this 

model system FAK also induced anti-apoptotic signaling via the sequential activation of 

Fyn/FAK/PI3-K/MAPK pathways (156).  However, incomplete activation of these pathways 

fails to enhance cell survival and may lead to cell death.  Fibrillar Aβ does not activate the 
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complete Fyn/FAK/PI3-K/MAPK pathways and, therefore, the incomplete mimicking of this 

survival pathway may contribute to neuronal cell death during AD.  

1.3.3.3 Integrin mediated cell cycle activation in Alzheimer’s disease 

(a) Cell cycle activation in Alzheimer’s disease 

In AD neuronal degeneration predominantly occurs in specific regions of the brain, including the 

hippocampus, frontal cortex and temporal cortex, which function in learning, memory and 

language.  Typically mature neurons are arrested in the cell cycle G0 phase to permit the ongoing 

morphological alteration and synaptic remodeling.  Thus, downregulation of G0 arrest proteins or 

induction of G1 entry proteins will result in the unbalance between cell cycle and differentiation 

control.  

Cell cycle progression is controlled by regulating activity of a series of CDKs through the 

coordinated expression of cyclins and cyclin dependent kinase inhibitors (CDKI) (172).  Cyclin 

D1 is a critical regulator of the cell cycle transition from G0 to G1.  Accumulation of the cyclin 

D1/cdk4 complex leads to activation of kinases that phosphorylate and inactivate retinoblastoma 

protein (Rb), releasing its inhibition of E2F and allowing the transcription of E2F-target genes, 

such as cyclin E, cyclin A and cdc2 (172).  Cyclin E forms a complex with cdc2 and promotes 

G1 to S phase transition (172).  Both cyclinE and cdc2 have been shown to be upregulated in cell 

culture models of neuronal cell death (173).  The activity of cyclin D1/cdk4 complex and cyclin 

E/cdc2 complex is regulated by CDKI, p27 and p21, respectively (173).  Increased levels of p27 

and phosphorylated p27 (Thr187) are present in the cytoplasm of vulnerable neuronal 

populations in AD brain (174).  Phosphorylated p27 (Thr187) colocalizes with dystrophic 

neurites, neurofibrillary tangles and neuropil threads.   
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  In AD, cyclin D and cdk4 show aberrant expression in the hippocampus and subiculum, 

but not in the cerebellum (175).  Our lab has demonstrated increased phosphorylated Rb (ppRb) 

and E2F1 immunoreactivity in AD brain compared to control brain, and ppRb was 

predominantly localized within the nucleus while E2F1 was in the cytoplasm (176).   Both ppRb 

and E2F1 were found in the cells surrounding a subset of Aβ -containing plaques.  In vitro cell 

models exhibit similar ppRb and E2F1 distributions in PC12 cells upon Aβ treatment (177).   

Increased levels of Cyclin D1, cyclin E and ppRb have been demonstrated in the early stage of 

AD, however, their levels are decreased by late stage AD (178).   

MAPK is phosphorylated by its upstream kinase called MAPK-kinase (MAPKK).  Both 

MAPK and MAPKK exhibit increased expression in potentially vulnerable neurons still 

unaffected by neurofibrillary degeneration during the early stages of AD (179).  The subcellular 

redistribution of MAPK from cytoplasm to nucleus also indicates that MAPK might contribute to 

AD pathology via activating downstream nuclear signal pathways regulating protein 

transcription and/or translation.  For example, MAPK signaling pathway contributes to neuronal 

apoptosis by directly phosphorylating the cytoskeleton protein tau or by indirectly activating 

downstream kinases that consequently phosphorylate tau (180).  However, additional evidence 

indicates that MAPK signaling pathway plays a role in the balance between cell survival and 

death through its influence on cell cycle progression, as discussed above. Abnormal upregulation 

of cell cycle regulators and MAPK activation has been found in AD subjects or associated with 

AD suggesting that MAPK signaling pathway promotes cell death by inappropriatly triggering 

cell cycle re-entry in AD.  
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(b) Integrin/focal adhesion kinase activation of the cell cycle 

Prior studies indicate that FAK plays an important role in cell cycle progression at the G1/S 

transition by regulating the expression and activity of cell cycle proteins including cyclins, cyclin 

dependent kinases (CDKs) and CDK inhibitors (127).  As discussed above, activation of FAK 

leads to autophosphorylation and binding to intracellular signal molecules including Src and PI3-

kinase (165).  FAK/Src association activates ERK through two different signal pathways and 

ERK phosphorylation and activation was associated with neuronal cell bodies and dystrophic 

neurites around plaques in late AD (181).  The first pathway phosphorylates the focal adhesion 

proteins paxillin and p130cas, and leads to activation of MAPK signaling pathway through 

recruiting focal adhesion adaptor proteins Crk and Nck (128).  P130cas has been shown to be 

functional in central neuronal system disorders, such as hypoxia-ischemia induced neuronal 

degeneration (182).  The other pathway is activated upon binding with focal adhesion adaptor 

Grb2/SOS and Ras dependent phosphorylation, a family of small G protein including Ras, Rac 

and Rho proteins, linking growth factor signaling and tyrosine kinases with MAP Kinase, JNK, 

and p38 MAP kinases (183, 184).  After activation of the ERK signaling pathway by FAK, 

Cyclin D1 is upregulated at the transcriptional level (166).   

FAK also interacts with PI3-K to activate the PI3-K signaling pathway, regulating cell 

survival and cell progression by Akt, Rac and PKC (127).  A recent study reported that in tumor 

cell lines, FAK induced PI3-K/PKC/Akt activation resulted in an induction of cyclin D3 

expression and promotion of cell cycle progression from G1 to S phase (185).  The induction of 

cyclin D3, but not cyclin D1, also has been demonstrated in endothelin treated astrocytes (186).  

However, cyclin D3 induction in astrocytes is via the small G-protein Rho, and is not dependent 

on PI3-K and Src.  This difference indicates that FAK regulates cell cycle progression through 
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different signal pathways in different cell types.   The signaling pathways involved in the 

function of FAK on cell cycle regulation in neurons remain unclear.  However, FAK activated by 

amyloid beta peptide 1-42 induced MAPK signaling pathways through its association with Fyn, 

instead of Src in primary cultured cortical neurons (156).  As noted above, Aβ leads to 

incomplete activation of the FAK/Fyn/PI3-K/MAP kinase pathways that can induce cell death. 

In addition, FAK activation of ERK kinase pathways may upregulate cyclin D1 and induce cell 

cycle progression. 

However, Guan and his colleagues found that FAK/PI3-K association is insufficient for 

cell cycle progression but FAK/Src complex plays an essential role (187).  Additionally, Src-

dependent association of FAK with p130cas and Grb2 are both required for the cell cycle 

regulation by FAK.  Grb2 regulates the cell cycle as an adaptor for cytoskeleton proteins and was 

recently reported to bind with C-terminal domain of APP (188, 189).  This interaction increases 

in reactive astrocytes of AD, resulting in Ras/MAPK activation (188, 189).  

Cyclin D1, a key component of the cell cycle, is regulated by FAK by multiple pathways 

(165).  A recent study demonstrated that FAK upregulates cyclin D1 expression through ERK 

activation in fibroblast cell lines (166).  After the Ras/Raf/MEK/ERK signal pathway is activated 

by FAK, ERK phosphorylates its downstream target Ets.  Ets then binds to the Ets binding 

consensus site B, EtsB, in the promoter of the cyclin D1 gene to activate its transcription.  

However, the MEK/ERK pathway not only acts to induce cyclin D1 gene transcription but 

functions post-translationally to enhance cyclin D1 assembly with CDK4 and sequester p27Kip1 

from inhibiting the cyclin E/CDK2 complex (190).  In addition, the PI3-K/Akt signal pathway is  

a downstream target of FAK and  regulates the phosphorylation and turnover of cyclin D1 (191).  

Finally, Rac increases cyclin D1 protein level through stabilizing cyclin D1 mRNA (161).  
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Integrin mediated FAK activation also results in a decrease of p21 and p27Kip, key CDK 

inhibitors (165).   

In a summary, FAK/Src or FAK/Fyn association upregulates cyclin D1 expression at the 

transcriptional level through ERK, PI3-K or Rac signaling pathway and can stabilize cyclin D1 

mRNA through Rac.  FAK also regulates the turnover of cyclin D1 through PI3-K/Akt signaling 

pathway, and modulates the level of key CDK inhibitors.  Thus, FAK contributes to the 

inbalance between cell cycle and differentiation control and could influence neuronal cell death 

and memory loss in AD subjects.   

1.3.3.4 Integrin mediated transcription 

Cell type specificities in the control of the cell cycle by the ECM-integrin-FAK-focal adhesion 

pathway are most likely dependent on gene expression of cell cycle regulatory proteins.  As 

discussed above, FAK signaling is directly involved in the regulation of cyclin D1 (165, 166).  

Activation of these transcription factors is dependent on the activities of FAK/Src and FAK/PI3-

K complexes and directly targets the promoter of cyclin D1.  However, FAK activation can also 

regulate the expression of transcription factors that can indirectly regulate the expression of cell 

cycle regulators.  Recently FAK was shown to regulate the expression of a member of the 

Kruppel-like factor (KLF) family of transcription factors (192).  The KLF family contains at 

least 25 members, many of which are important regulators of cell cycle regulators and have been 

shown to both positively and negatively regulate the cyclin D1 promoter in various cells (192-

194).  In mouse fibroblast cells, KLF8 was shown to positively regulate cyclin D1 expression 

and cell cycle progression that is dependent on both FAK/Src and FAK/PI3-K integrin mediated 

signaling pathways (192).  FAK activities were found to coordinate the expression of cyclin D1 

promoter element through a “temporal differential manner” of the cell cycle with an early 
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induction through Ets binding followed by a later induction after FAK up-regulated the 

expression of KLF8.  Numerous types of human cancer have elevated FAK and KLF8 

expression levels and their activities are implicated in cell cycle progression during 

tumorigenesis (192-195).  However, other members of the KLF family including KLF1, 4, 6,and 

7 have all been shown to be negative regulators of cell cycle progression by decreasing cyclin D1 

promoter activity and increasing cdk inhibitor p21 expression levels (193, 194).  KLF7 is also 

believed to control neuronal differentiation and exit from the cell cycle by increasing expression 

of TrkA, a receptor for nerve growth factor (193).  How integrin signaling mediated by FAK 

regulates the cell cycle progression dynamically either positively (Ets and KLF8) or negatively 

mediated by members of KLF family in neuronal cells and AD, remains to be determined. 

The complex balance of both positive and negative signals for cyclin D1 expression 

during cell cycle progression at multiple layers as described for FAK is conserved in other well-

known pathways that utilize focal adhesions.  Wnt signaling through membrane bound frizzled 

protein family members and β-catenin mediates cell-cell adhesion signaling to the actin 

cytoskeleton similar to how FAK mediates ECM-cell adhesion signaling (126, 196-198).  GSK-

3β is an important negative regulator in β-catenin signaling through phosphorylating and 

targeting β-catenin to the proteosome for removal (197).  Not surprisingly, β-catenin is also an 

important mediator in the signaling of cell cycle events (197).  The β-catenin interaction and 

regulation of T cell factor (TCF) transcription factor has been well characterized in development 

and regeneration in multiple tissue types (196, 197).  Enhanced β-catenin signaling and 

activation of TCF has been shown to induce cyclin D, bcl-2, and engrailed-1/2 (en-1/2) 

expression (197, 199, 200).  These proteins function during development and favor cell survival 

and cell cycle progression.  In AD the Wnt/β-catenin/TCF pathway is disrupted with subsequent 
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loss of β-catenin expression and TCF survival signaling (197, 199, 200).  However, activation of 

the Wnt/β-catenin/TCF survival pathway by insulin, protein kinase C (PKC), agonists for 

PPARγ, and inactivation of GSK-3β all have the ability to protect primary cortical neurons to Aβ 

induced cell death (195, 197, 199, 200).  β-catenin can also mediate cell cycle arrest through 

enhanced Forkhead box O (FOXO) transcriptional activity (198, 201, 202).  Under conditions of 

oxidative stress, β-catenin interacts with FOXO for translocation into the nucleus to induce the 

expression of cell cycle inhibitor p27, leading to cell cycle arrest in late G1 phase (198).  Thus, 

cell adhesion molecules associated with at least two distinctly different adhesion complexes 

(ECM/integrin and cell/cell) dynamically regulate the progression and arrest of the cell cycle.  

The mechanism of cell adhesion complexes regulating the cell cycle is redundant, yet specific, 

for unique signaling inputs.  Determining how focal adhesion complexes regulate neuronal 

viability in AD will lead to novel therapeutic approaches to modulate neuronal survival and 

synaptic remodeling during AD.  

A number of cell adhesion molecules including LIM domain containing proteins 

(Discussed in Chapter 3) have been shown to shuttle between focal adhesions and the nucleus to 

regulate expression of numerous genes including: c-Abl, β-cat, CASK, CDK5, ERK, FAK, 

GSK3β, ILK, JAB1, PINCH, PYK2, and members of the LIM family of proteins (Hic-5, 

paxillin, Trip6, leupaxin, and zyxin) (126, 130).  Many of these targets have been implicated in 

the molecular pathology of neurodegenerative diseases, though the functional role for each of 

these proteins in neurodegeneration is not fully understood.  This ability to act both in the 

nucleus and focal adhesions suggests that intracellular trafficking may impact their biological 

effects.  
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Our lab and others have shown that Kelch-like Ech Associated Protein (Keap1) is an 

actin binding protein that has the ability to regulate the subcellular distribution of transcription 

factors including Fetal ALZ-50 Reactive Clone 1 (FAC1) and Nrf2 in neurons (203-206).  Keap1 

is localized to periphery focal adhesions containing paxillin, vinculin, and tyrosine phosphylated 

proteins (204). Keap1, when bound to Nrf2, targets Nrf2 destruction by ubiquitin-mediated 

pathways (205, 206).  However, under conditions of oxidative stress both Keap1 and Nrf2 

translocate to the nucleus and nuclear Nrf2 positively regulates promoters containing the anti-

oxidant response elements (AREs) (204-206).  The induction of Nrf2 mediated survival 

pathways at the transcription level is considered a conserved function in every cell type (206).  

FAC1 is a developmentally regulated transcription factor that modulates expression of numerous 

genes (177, 207).  In AD brain and PC-12 cells treated with Aβ, FAC1 exhibits altered 

expression and subcellular distribution from the cytoplasm to the perinuclear region (177).  

FAC1 is believed to be an important regulator in Rb and E2F cell cycle activities in response to 

neurotoxic signals (207).  Recently, FAC1 was shown to be an alterantive splice form from a 

much larger bromodomain PHD transcription factor (BPTF) that is implicated in chromatin 

remodeling (208).  En-1 gene expression was positively regulated by BPTF (208).  Since en-1 

and en-2 gene expression is required for normal neuronal development, altered expression and 

subcelluar distribution of factors that associate with their promoter elements could disrupt 

engrailed expression and activities in AD.  How integrin signaling regulates the focal 

adhesion/Keap1/Nrf2/ARE survival pathway and focal adhesion/Keap1/FAC1/BPTF 

transcriptional activities in response to toxic neuronal stimuli remains to be determined but the 

data support a role for altered distribution of cell adhesion molecules in regulating numerous 

cellular responses to toxic stimuli.    
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1.3.3.5 Integrins modulate neuronal survival 

During early steps of the cell cycle, the ECM/integrin/FAK/focal adhesion pathway regulates 

anchorage-dependent cell survival (119, 122).  Disruption of this cell attachment pathway results 

in a specific cell death called anoikis and this ECM/integrin/FAK/focal adhesion pathway may 

actually limit neuronal mitosis (118, 120).  Fully differentiated and mature neurons in the adult 

brain exhibit evidence of cell cycle activation upon oxidative stress or exposure to Aβ fibrils 

(160, 163, 177, 209, 210).  A recent study used a genomic probe for chromosome 11 to identify a 

pyramidal neuron in the hippocampus of AD brain with four copies of chromosome 11 indicating 

that this neuron synthesized DNA (210, 211).   

As noted above, in vitro models of neuronal injury using Aβ and oxidative stress have 

reproduced the induction of integrin signaling, cell cycle regulators, DNA damage, and 

apoptosis.  Recent models of S-phase induction in neurons include two mouse mutants (stagger 

and lurcher), overexpression of viral oncogenes and E2F1, targeted disruption of Rb, and a 

model of stroke all of which show increased levels of BrdU incorporation in neuronal cells 

indicative of DNA synthesis (163, 209, 212).  However, BrdU incorporation is not specific to 

DNA replication and may also be reflective of DNA repair (210).  Post-mitotic cells have 

increased vulnerablility to DNA damage and repair (210).  Growth factor and ECM/integrin 

signaling appear to inhibit DNA synthesis in neuronal but not in other cell types including glia 

(163). One hypothesis is that activation of the integrin/FAK/focal adhesion pathway by fibrillar 

Aβ induces cell death within neurons that concurrently exhibit activation of cell cycle proteins.  

Loss of ECM/integrin signaling (i.e. loss of cell attachment signaling) may induce anoikis 

mediated cell death with concurrent dis-inhibition of DNA synthesis.  Therefore, the appearance 

of DNA synthesis in some neurons during AD may result from altered focal adhesion signaling. 
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1.4 CURRENT THERAPIES AND THERAPEUTIC TARGETS 

Currently there is no cure for AD and current therapeutic strategies only target symptoms and not 

AD pathogenesis.  Though AD has many etiologies, the pathogenesis is similar in all cases, 

including loss of information transfer at the synapse, loss in number of synapses, and selective 

neuronal cell death.  AD is associated with the loss of cholinergic neurons in the nucleus basalis 

and increased levels of glutamate (213-215).  Thus, early drug discovery targeted both 

neurotransmitter pathways seeking to elevate acetylcholine levels by inhibiting the enzyme 

known to degrade acetylcholine, acetylcholine esterase, or decrease glutamate signaling through 

NMDA receptors to protect from glutamate toxicity. 

 

Table 4. Standard Drug Treatments for AD 
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Table 5. Alternative AD drug and diet therapies 

 

 

The only medications approved for AD by the United States Food and Drug 

Administration target cognitive deficits and include cholinesterase inhibitors and enhancers of 

glutamate signaling (Table 4).  These drugs are most effective when AD symptoms first appear 

and slow its progression for one year in 20% of patients (216).  Typically, physicians determine 

which cholinesterase inhibitor the patient responds positively by initially administering the drug 

with a lowtitration to help the patient develop a tolerance to the known side effects.  When this 

class of drugs is no longer effective the physician switches the patient to memantine (a glutamate 

enhancer) and when the patient no longer responds to glutamate enhancers, the patient is then 

prescribed a combination of both drug classes simultaneously (217).  However, current 

guidelines recommend cessation of these drug treatments when dementia becomes severe (218).   

Alternative drug treatments or diets have been proposed that target the cause of cognitive 

impairment and memory loss due to synaptic and neuronal losses in AD.  These include lowering 

cholesterol (statins), lowering homocysteine (folic acid), vitamin E, monoamine oxidase 

inhibitors, steroids (estrogen), anti-inflammatory agents, ginko bilobo, curry, fish oil, fresh fruit, 
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and huperzine-A (219) (220-226).  However, conflicting reports necessitate further investigation 

into the effectiveness of these alternative treatments.  There are a number of drugs in clinical 

trials that target AD pathogenesis mechanisms and some have indicated early successes (Table 

5).  Vaccines or immunotherapy has also been used to treat already diagnosed AD patients by 

adapting the immune system to remove Aβ.   Initial studies were promising in 20% of those 

treated but increased encephalitis was fouind in 6% of the trial participants and led to a halt in 

the study.  Second generation vaccines are currently in production that hopefully will not cause 

an encephalitic response in patients (Table 6). 

 

Table 6. New AD drug candidates in clinical trials 

 

 

During AD progression, memory loss is not the only symptom and often changes in 

behavior may be unhealthy or put the patient at risk for injury.  Drugs used to treat behavioral 

deficits include antidepressants, anxiolytics, and antipsychotics (Table 7).  Non-drug treatments 

target the behavior of the patient and include environmental modifications (noise or light levels), 
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changes in activity demand (introduce routines and reduce complexity), and interpersonal 

approaches (focus on patient’s wishes, interests, and concerns) (227). 

 

Table 7. Behavioral drugs used during AD drug treatments 

 

1.5 SPECIFIC AIMS 

The overall hypothesis tested in this thesis is whether changes in the expression and localization 

of focal adhesion proteins paxillin and Hic-5 occur during AD.  Both Hic-5 and paxillin are 

expressed in numerous regions of rat brain.  However, no study to date has addressed the 

expression profile of these proteins in specific human brain regions.  Thus, my studies may be 

particularly relevant in cases of altered redox state where Hic-5 and paxillin trafficking and 

genomic function may be affected.  Furthermore, the expression patterns and functional 

interactions of Hic-5 and paxillin with its various partners at both the plasma membrane and the 

nucleus could impact neuronal cell responses to toxic insults in AD.  The ability to detect distinct 

phosphorylated isoforms of paxillin with specific antibodies allowed for an indirect assessment 
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of signaling pathways that may be altered in AD. Western Blot (WB), IHC and 

immunofluorescence (IF) analysis was used to determine the tissue specific expression and 

subcellular localization of Hic-5, paxillin, and phosphorylated isoforms of paxillin in specific 

regions of human brain and stages of AD.  My findings demonstrate the subcellular distribution 

of Hic-5, paxillin and phosphorylated isoforms of paxillin within particular regions of 

hippocampus including pathological hallmarks found in AD brain. Functional interactions 

between two group III LIM domain proteins, Hic-5 and paxillin, have direct consequences on 

paxillin’s role in Aß-induced neuronal toxicity.  Thus, intracellular signaling molecules that have 

both genomic and non-genomic effects are responding to distinct extracellular cues in AD versus 

normal brain.  Understanding the consequences in neurons of subcellular localization and/or 

phophorylation of paxillin and Hic-5 may provide insights into the cellular signaling pathoways 

that contribute to AD pathogenesis.  These studies have generated novel hypotheses regarding 

intracellular signaling events important for regulating neuronal response and survival during AD. 
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2.0  DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF LIM DOMAIN PROTEINS 

Focal adhesions are essential protein complexes involved in signal tranduction pathways that 

generally amplify input from various upstream activators.  For example, the ECM signals 

through the cell surface integrins to efficiently organize multiple signaling pathways mediated by 

the assembly of more than 100 intracellular effector cell adhesion molecule to form components 

of focal adhesions (119, 121, 122).  Ultimately, signal transduction by cell adhesion signaling 

through integrins and focal adhesions impact the viability of the cell. 

2.1 LIM DOMAIN PROTEINS 

LIM domain family proteins associate with focal adhesions and regulate numerous signal 

transduction pathways through their protein interacting domains.  The LIM domain proteins are a 

family of proteins that share a common motif comprised of two zinc finger structures with the 

consensus sequence CX2CX16-23HX2CX2CX2CX16-21CX2(C/H/D) (Fig. 2) (124, 228-231).  The 

LIM family was originally named after the three originally identified homeodomain proteins 

Linl-1, Isl-1, and Mec-3, and LIM now refers to the Zinc finger domains within each family 

member (232, 233).  This family is diverse but can be divided into four groups based on the 

location of the LIM domains including N-terminal, LIM only, C-terminal, and functionally 

diverse LIM domain proteins (131).  However, most LIM domain proteins in the four groups 
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contain specific functions based on other protein interacting domains.  In fact, other protein 

interacting domains within the LIM family members impact the specificity in downstream signal 

transduction pathways (Fig. 3).  The integration of a variety of signaling cascades is further  

 

 

Figure 2. Schematic representation of LIM domain 
The spacing and identity of the eight zinc-binding residues (1–8) based on an analysis of 135 
human LIM sequences. Infrequently observed patterns (which are seen in <10% of cases) are 
denoted by text that is not bold. X denotes any amino acid. b | Topology of zinc coordination. 
Purple circles indicate the zinc-binding residues. Semi-conserved aliphatic/bulky residues are 
shown as green spheres. Non-conserved residues with invariant spacing are represented as 
magenta spheres. Dashed yellow circles indicate a variable number of residues (X) that are 
possible within the sequence.  Reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: [Nature 
Reviews Molecular Cell Biology] (131), copyright 2004. 
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Figure 3. LIM domain family classification 
The domain structures of the founding member and/or the most characterized example of the 
main LIM-protein families are shown. The number of known members of each family is 
indicated in parentheses. The coloured boxes represent several commonly used categorization 
schemes. Individual LIM domains are shown as coloured ovals that have been subjectively 
grouped according to the similarity within the LIM sequence. Heterologous domains such as the 
LD motif, the monooxygenase domain and actin-binding domains are described in the main text. 
Domains with boundaries that are not precisely defined are shown as dashed boxes. Dashed lines 
indicate that scale is not preserved. b | A list of the identified members of each LIM family. 
ABLIM, actin-binding LIM protein; ACT, activator of cyclic AMP response element modulator 
(CREM) in the testis; ALP, alpha-actinin-associated LIM protein; CH, calponin homology; CRP, 
cysteine-rich protein; EPLIN, epithelial protein lost in neoplasm; FHL, four-and-a-half LIM; 
GLY, glycine-rich region; LASP, LIM and SH3 protein; LHX, LIM-homeodomain protein; 
LIMK, LIM kinase; LMO, LIM only; MICAL, molecule interacting with CASL protein-1; PDZ, 
postsynaptic density-95, Discs large, zona occludens-1; PET, prickle, espinas and testin; PINCH, 
particularly interesting new cysteine and histidine-rich protein; SH3, Src-homology-3; VHP, 
villin head piece.  Reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: [Nature Reviews 
Molecular Cell Biology] (131), copyright 2004. 
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Figure 4. LIM domains shuttle between focal adhesions and nucleus   
LIM proteins that have been observed at focal adhesions, muscle-attachment sites or other 
analogous integrin-rich attachment structures are listed. Many of these proteins can also be found 
in the nucleus (radic), although a nuclear localization for other proteins in this group has not yet 
been examined (?). Dual localization might function in communication between these cellular 
compartments. ABLIM, actin-binding LIM protein; ALP, alpha-actinin-associated LIM protein; 
CRP, cysteine-rich protein; EPLIN, epithelial protein lost in neoplasm; FHL, four-and-a-half 
LIM; LASP, LIM and Src-homology-3 protein; MICAL, molecule interacting with CASL; 
PINCH, particularly interesting new cysteine and histidine-rich protein.  Reprinted by permission 
from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: [Nature Reviews Molecular Cell Biology] (131), copyright 
2004. 
 

influenced by the ability of some focal adhesion proteins to regulate gene expression (131, 133, 

136, 139, 148-154, 195, 228, 234).  Surprisingly, numerous LIM domain proteins including 

ALP, CRP, Hic-5, FHL, leupaxin, LHX, LIM kinase, LMO, paxillin, PINCH, Trip6, and zyxin 

have been shown to localize within both cytoplasmic focal adhesions and the nucleus (Fig. 4) 
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(126).  This ability to act both in the nucleus and focal adhesions suggests that intracellular 

trafficking may impact their biological effects and separate different targets including short-term 

(adaptive) vs. long-term (gene expression). 

2.2 STRUCTURE OF THE LIM DOMAIN 

The LIM domain structure has been determined by multidimensional NMR spectroscopy and by 

X-ray crystallography (235).  The number and spacing of cysteine and histidine residues 

indicated to researchers that LIM domains are metal-binding structures (236).  LIM domains are 

characterized by the presence of zinc finger that consists of two anti-parallel β strands and a α 

helix.  Further studies showed LIM domains preference for zinc compared to iron; the sequesters 

two zinc ions that are crucial for stability of LIM structure (228). 

2.3 GROUP III LIM DOMAIN PROTEINS 

2.3.1 Introduction 

Integrin activation leads to the phosphorylation and sequestration of LIM domain containing 

proteins, such as paxillin, which create an intracellular scaffold for many interacting cytoskeleton 

signaling proteins and the formation of focal adhesions (124, 130, 131).  Paxillin and the closely 

related protein Hic-5, are members of the group III LIM domain family that contain seven zinc 

fingers, at least four N-terminal leucine-rich motifs termed LD motifs, and numerous potential 
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phosphorylation sites (124, 130-135).  Paxillin is a scaffolding protein and is phosphorylated on 

tyrosine amino acid residues 31 and 118 (pY31 and pY118) upon the initial activation of ECM-

integrin signaling and the formation of intracellular focal adhesion sites (130, 140-144).  Specific 

phosphorylation of paxillin is required for the activation of distinct downstream signaling 

pathways that can further amplify the original input by the association of the other protein 

interacting domains within paxillin (141, 142, 145-147).   

In humans the genes for paxillin and Hic-5 were identified on chromosome 12q24.31 and 

16p11.2, respectively (237, 238). Paxillin, was first identified in 1989 as a substrate for tyrosine 

kinases in Rous sarcoma virus-transformed fibroblasts (239).  In 1990 paxillin was characterized 

as a scaffolding protein due to the numerous protein interacting motifs and proposed function to 

link actin and membrane integrins through its interaction with focal adhesions and actin binding 

protein vinculin (240).  Paxillin is evolutionarily conserved across species including human, 

mouse, rat, zebra fish, Drosophila/fruit fly, slime mold, and yeast (238, 241-249).   

In higher eukayotes, paxillin alternative splice forms have been identified.  A splice 

variant that encodes the C-terminal portion of paxillin (PDLP) has been identified in Drosophila 

(243, 244).  In humans, at least 4 alternative splice forms (paxillin-α, -β, -γ, and -δ) have been 

identified (130, 247, 248).  Paxillin-α is a 559-amino acid protein that is expressed only in 

extraembryonic tissue during murine gastrulation (250).  Later in midgestation, both paxillin-α 

and -β are expressed in mesodermal and endodermal tissue (251).  Paxillin-γ expression is 

further restricted and limited to myeloid cells and differentiating promonocytic cells express both 

paxillin-β and -γ (252).  Paxillin-β and -γ are generated by the addition of 34 and 48 amino acid 

insertions into the 277/278 amino acid site in paxillin-α (130).  In addition to developmental 

differences in the expression of paxillin-α, -β, and -γ, isoforms -β and -γ have gained additional  
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Figure 5. Protein alignment comparing full-length human Hic-5 and paxillin 
Full length Hic-5 (NM 001042454) and paxillin (U14588) proteins aligned for similarities based 
on both chemical type and amino acid compositions.  Hic-5 and paxillin have 50% amino acids 
homology based on 220 (39%) conserved amino acids identities and 64 (11%) similar amino 
acids based on chemical composition.  Major structural differences are observed between Hic-5 
and paxillin including four gaps between paxillin and Hic-5 exist including three groups at 
varying lengths (16, 42, and 44 amino acids) that are not found in Hic-5 at paxillin sites (21-36, 
56-97, and 240-283).  Red: Acidic (DE), White: Hydrophic (AGILV), Aqua: Amido (NQ), 
Orange: Aromatic (FWY), Blue: Basic (RHK), Pink: Hydroxyl (ST), Green: Proline (P), Yellow: 
Sulfur (CM).  Sequences were aligned using MacVector v10.0: ClustalW v1.83 multiple 
sequence alignment. 

 

structural and signaling functions compared to -α (130).  These translated paxillin isoforms 

compete with one another and regulatory molecules to determine phenotypic outcomes (130).  In 

fact, studies focusing on TGF-β1 induced epithelial-mesenchymal transformation have identified 

antagonist roles for paxillin-α and paxillin-δ proteins critical for the regulation of cell migration 
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Figure 6. Structural differences between Hic-5 and paxillin 
Hic-5 (NM 001042454) and paxillin (U14588) primary structures and known phosphorylation 
sites were aligned.  (A):  Linear representation of Fig. 5 to determine gaps in the primary amino 
acids sequence between Hic-5 and paxillin.  (B):  A schematic of Hic-5 is shown. Hic-5 contains 
461 amino acids, four LD motifs in the N-terminus, and four tandem LIM domain double zinc 
finger located on the C-terminus.  Hic-5 is phosphorylated on Y60 by PKY2 and Fyn is response 
to osmotic stress.  (C):  A schematic of paxillin-α is shown.  Paxillin contains 559 amino acids, 
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five LD motifs in the N-terminus, and four tandem LIM domain double zinc finger located on 
the C-terminus.  Alternative splice forms of paxillin are indicated.  β/γ isoforms of paxillin are 
due to the addition of amino acids between LD4/5.  δ isoform of paxillin is due to an alternertive 
Kozak translation start site and does not include the first 133 amino acids found in α/β/γ 
isoforms of paxillin.  Paxillin is phosphorylated on many sites by many kinases including Y31, 
Y118, S91, S126, S178, S273, T401, and S497.  Y: tyrosine, S: serine, T: threonine.  
 

(248).  Paxillin-δ utilizes an internal and alternative translation site from a Kozac sequence and 

an AUG codon at the amino acid site 132 that is present in all three paxillin -α, -β, and -γ 

isoforms (248).  TGF-β1 was found to induce cell migration through the reduction of paxillin 

expression and ultimately the loss of the N-terminus amino acids known to be critical in the 

initial activation of ECM-integrin signaling.  The formation of intracellular focal adhesion sites 

are responsible for the loss of migration linked to paxillin-δ (248).  The same study further 

showed that while paxillin and paxillin-δ were expressed mainly in epithelial cells, Hic-5 

expression enhanced epithelial-mesenchymal transformations(248).    

In vitro paxillin and Hic-5 have been shown to compete in many signaling pathways that 

may be due to their sequence, structure, or functional similarities and may serve bioloigically 

relevant roles in vivo (130, 132).  In fact, paxillin and Hic-5 are 50% similar amino acid 

sequence with the highest similarity in the protein interaction motifs (Fig. 5).  However, major 

structural differences are observed in paxillin and Hic-5 (Fig. 6).  Each shared motif is thought to 

be antagonistic modules for interacting signaling molecules that compete for either paxillin or 

Hic-5 (Fig. 7 and 8).  The LD motifs are responsible for specific protein interactions and the LD1 

motif observed in paxillin-α is not found in Hic-5 and paxillin-δ.  Paxilin-α and Hic-5 contain 

the LD2 motif while leupaxin does not.  The LD3, 4, and 5 motifs are conserved among LIM III 

family members including paxillin, Hic-5 and leupaxin.  The LIM domains contain the  
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Figure 7. Schematic representation of the distribution of LD motifs within human Hic-5 
and paxillin. 
Hic-5 (NM 001042454) and paxillin (U14588) have a high percentage of homology in the LD 
motifs.  The LD motifs are localized on the N-terminous in both Hic-5 and paxillin.  The 
appropriate location of amino acids for each LD motif is indicated for both Hic-5 and paxillin.  
Paxillin has five LD motifs and Hic-5 contains four LD motifs.  Hic-5 does not have the paxillin 
LD 3 motif. Red: Acidic (DE), White: Hydrophic (AGILV), Aqua: Amido (NQ), Orange: 
Aromatic (FWY), Blue: Basic (RHK), Pink: Hydroxyl (ST), Green: Proline (P), Yellow: Sulfur 
(CM).  Sequences were aligned using MacVector v10.0: ClustalW v1.83 multiple sequence 
alignment. 
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Figure 8. Schematic representation of the distribution of LIM domain within human Hic-5 
and paxillin. 
Hic-5 (NM 001042454) and paxillin (U14588) have a high percentage of homology in the LIM 
domain.  Both Hic-5 and paxillin have four tandem LIM domain double zinc fingers located on 
the C-terminous.  The appropriate location of amino acids for each LIM domain is indicated for 
both Hic-5 and paxillin.  H: Hic-5, P: paxillin. Consensus LD motif: LDX(L,M) = 
X{2,2}X{2,2}L.  Red: Acidic (DE), White: Hydrophic (AGILV), Aqua: Amido (NQ), Orange: 
Aromatic (FWY), Blue: Basic (RHK), Pink: Hydroxyl (ST), Green: Proline (P), Yellow: Sulfur 
(CM).  Sequences were aligned using MacVector v10.0: ClustalW v1.83 multiple sequence 
alignment. 

 

highest similarities throughout the paxillin subfamily (124, 130).  The LIM3 domain in paxillin 

and Hic-5 determine their localization to focal adhesions (253, 254).  The LIM2/3 domains in 

paxillin were found to bind directly to tubulin (255).  PTP-PEST was also found to bind to the 

LIM3/4 domains of paxillin and the LIM4 domain of Hic-5 (256, 257). 

Hic-5 is a 444 amino acid protein that was first identified as a mouse osteoblast TGF-β1 

and H2O2 induced gene (258).  Hic-5 was later identified in human cells by a yeast two-hybrid 

screen through its interaction with androgen receptor (AR) (259).  To date, no alternative splice 

isoform of Hic-5 have been published (130).  However, earlier reports suggested the existence of 
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an alternative Hic-5 isoform containing an additional 17 amino acids was due to a cloning error 

and not a true alternative splice variant of Hic-5 (137).  Hic-5 orthologs are present in human, 

dog, chimpanzee, rat mouse, Drosophila/fruit fly, worm, and yeast (130, 259). 

As stated earlier, the ability to act both in the nucleus and in focal adhesions suggests that 

intracellular trafficking may impact paxillin and Hic-5 biological effects.  Zinc finger domains 

have historically been shown to bind to DNA.  The use of the nuclear export inhibitor, 

leptomycin B, demonstrated that both Hic-5 and paxillin cycle between the cytoplasm and 

nucleus, indicating these proteins contain a functional nuclear export sequence (153).  Indeed, 

Hic-5 contains two nuclear export signal sequences within its leucine-rich domains LD2 and 

LD3 (133).  Furthermore, Hic-5 nuclear export seems to be influenced by the redox state of cells 

as Hic-5 was found to be sequestered into the nucleus of cultured fibroblast cells treated with 

H2O2 (133).  While no putative nuclear import signal was found within the primary amino acid 

structure of Hic-5, the LIM domains are required for its nuclear import (133).  The LIM domains 

of paxilin and Hic-5 have been found to target these proteins to the nuclear matrix (NM) and the 

LIM domains in Hic-5 shown to bind DNA (151, 154, 260).  Though the relevance of this 

binding is unclear, our lab has shown that Hic-5 targets glucocorticoid receptor (GR) to the NM 

(149).GR is a member of the steroid nuclear receptor family of transcription factors that is 

activated upon binding glucocorticoid (261).  Once GR is bound to specific enhancer gene 

elements, these GR domains associate with many primary transcriptional coactivators including 

members of the p160 family (SRC-1/NcoA, GRIP-1 and ACTR) (261).  These primary 

coactivators in turn associate with secondary coactivators including histone acetytransferases 

(HATs) (CBP/p300, TIF-1, and RIP-140) and methyltransferases (CARM-1 and PRMT-1).  

Secondary coactivators then recruit the basal transcriptional machinery and the transcriptional 
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pre-initiation complex to the promoter of targeted genes directly or indirectly by remodeling 

chromatin structure using ATP dependent SWI/SNF complexes, HATs, and methyltransferases 

(154).  Other members of the steroid receptor family have been shown to associate with the NM 

through acceptor proteins that are believed to be responsible for cell and tissue specific NM 

composition.  A minimal NM targeting signal (NMTS) for GR has been identified and shown to 

include the DNA-binding domain and the tau-2 transactivation domain (154).  Using a yeast two-

hybrid screen, the DeFranco lab has shown that the NMTS of GR interacts with the LIM 

domains of Hic-5 (154).  The DeFranco lab further showed that at least 10% of total paxillin and 

Hic-5 protein are localized to the nuclear matrix, potentially recognizing repetitive A-T rich 

matrix attachment regions (MARs) (149, 151).  The NM and associated matrix proteins may also 

participate in GR regulated gene expression.  Transiently transfected Hic-5 potentiated the 

transactivation activity of a glucocorticoid response element (GRE)-linked promoter using a 

transiently transfected reporter gene (154).  Despite the high amino acid sequence similarity 

between paxillin and Hic-5, the amino acids known to responsible for transactivation are distinct 

and located in the carboxyl terminus for paxillin and the amino terminus for Hic-5 (154).  The 

amino terminus and the LIM domains are required for the targeting of paxillin to the nuclear 

matrix while only the LIM domains are required for Hic-5. 

  The biological consequences of Hic-5 nucleo-cytoplasmic shuttling are unclear, although 

Hic-5 and paxillin are both a positive and negative coregulators of gene expression for nuclear 

steroid hormone receptors AR, GR, and peroxisome proliferators-activated receptor γ (PPARγ) 

and other transcription factors including SMAD3 (TGFβ receptor substrates), lymphoid enhancer 

factor/T-cell factor (LEF/TCF)-1 & -4, and Sp1 (Fig. 9) (148, 150).  Interactions with cofactor 

proteins may also affect paxillin and Hic-5 function in the nucleus.  In support of cofactor 
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interactions, our lab has shown specific Hic-5 and GR complexes with TIF-2, RAC3, CBP, and  

 

Figure 9. A schematic of known nuclear targets for both Hic-5 and paxillin 
Hic-5 and paxillin are known to be both a positive and negative co-regulators of gene expression 
for nuclear steroid hormone receptors AR, GR, and peroxisome proliferators-activated receptor γ 
(PPARγ), SMAD3 (TGFβ receptor substrates), lymphoid enhancer factor/T-cell factor 
(LEF/TCF)-1 & -4, and Sp1 transcription factors.  Hic-5 bound to GR also complexes with TIF-
2, RAC3, CBP, and p300 co-regulators.  Specific phosphorylation on pS178-paxillin was found 
to regulate myelin basic protein (MBP) expression. 
 

p300 coregulators (150).  Recently, specific phosphorylation on pS178-paxillin was found to 

regulate the differentiation of oligodendrocyte precursor cells through a sequential JNK and 

CDK5 kinase activities to ultimately regulate myelin basic protein (MBP) expression (262). 

Overall it is clear that LIM domain proteins function as intracellular scaffolds that link 

many, if not all, aspects of cell signaling including those near the cell surface and in the nucleus.  
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Determining how LIM domain proteins impact biological effects in normal and various diseases 

conditions will aid in understanding the most basic concepts of biological sciences. 
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3.0  MATERIALS AND METHODS 

3.1 HUMAN BRAIN TISSUE 

The Committee for Oversight of Research Involving the Dead (CORID) at the University of 

Pittsburgh School of Medicine approved the use of human tissue from the University of 

Pittsburgh Tissue Bank.  A blinded retrospective cross-sectional study involving age-matched 

postmortem brains was performed using 5 cases with no clinical history of a neurodegenerative 

disease or AD pathology, 5 cases with pathologically defined “early-stage” AD, and 5 cases 

pathologically defined “late-stage” AD (Table 8).  Brain tissue samples from mild cognitive 

impairment were not available.  Using cases of “late-stage” AD (Braak-stage VI) and “early-

stage” AD (frequent neocortical neuritic plaques and Braak-stage II or III) the study consisted of 

10 patients who were clinically diagnosed as having “probable AD” using the National Institute 

of Neurological and Communication Disorder and Stroke/Alzheimer’s Disease and Related 

Disorders Association (NINCDS-ADRDA) criteria at the Pittsburgh Disease Research Center 

and pathological AD using the Consortium to Establish a Registry for AD (CERAD), Braak 

criteria, and the National Institute of Aging/Reagan Institute (National Institute of Aging-Reagan 

Institute) criteria (66, 67, 228, 263, 264).  A Bielschowsky stain was performed on all cases.  
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Table 8. Subject Demographics 
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3.2 WESTERN BLOT 

3.2.1 Hic-5 and paxillin expression levels compared in different stages of Alzheimer’s 

disease subjects 

Tissue extracts were prepared essentially as previously described (265).  Briefly, fresh frozen 

human CB, cerebellum (AD stages I and VI); HP, hippocampus (AD stages IV and VI); MF, 

midfrontal cortex (AD stages II and VI) was homogenized in 10% w/v of ice-cold lysis buffer 

(1x Tris-buffered saline with protease (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) and phosphatase (Calbiochem, 

LaJolla, CA) inhibitors.  The homogenate was centrifuged at 27,000 x g for 15 min. at 4°C to 

remove unbroken cells, membrane, large organelles, and nuclei to generate the soluble (S2) 

fraction.  S2 fractions were quantitated using the BCA Protein Assay Kit (Pierce).  40 μg 

protein/lane for each brain region was separated on a 10% SDS-PAGE and transferred to 

nitrocellulose membrane for immunoblot analysis.   

3.2.2 Hic-5 and paxillin expression levels in control vs. Alzheimer’s disease subjects 

Tissue extracts were prepared essentially as previously described (265).  Briefly, fresh frozen 

human hippocampi from control and AD subjects were homogenized in 20% w/v of cold Tris-

Triton X-100 (TX-100) buffer with protease (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) and phosphatase 

(Calbiochem, LaJolla, CA) inhibitors.  The homogenate was centrifuged at 500 x g to remove 

debris and then centrifuged at 100,000 x g at 4° C.  The supernatant was saved containing the 

TX-100 soluble fraction.  The pellet containing the TX-100 insoluble fraction was resuspended 

in TX-100 buffer and saved.  The protein concentration for TX-100 soluble and insoluble 
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Table 9. Antibody Information 

 
fractions was quantitated using the BCA Protein Assay Kit (Pierce).  50 μg protein/lane for each 

subject was separated on a 10% SDS-PAGE and transferred to nitrocellulose membrane.  Non-

specific antigens were blocked with 5% dry milk for 1 hour at room temperature, and incubated 

overnight at 4° C with primary antibodies (Table 9).  Immunoblots were then incubated with 

horseradish peroxidase-conjugated secondary antibodies (Chemicon International, Temecula, 

CA) and developed using ECL (PerkinElmer Life Sciences, Boston, MA).  Protein levels were 

quantified after scanning the appropriate molecular weight on the film using NIH Image 1.63.  

Specifically, the “mean gray value” for pixels within each lane was obtained.  Each lane was 

normalized to actin and the most intense band was arbitrarily set to 100%. 
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3.3 IMMUNOHISTOCHEMISTRY AND IMMUNOFLUORESCENT LASER 

SCANNING CONFOCAL MICROSCOPY 

Tissue was immersion-fixed in 10% buffered formalin and embedded in paraffin.  Human 

hippocampal tissue sections (8 µM) were heated to 60°C for 1 hour prior to deparaffinization 

with three incubations of 100% xylene for 10 minutes each.  The tissue was then rehydrated with 

two incubations of 100% and 90% alcohol followed by water for 5 minutes each.  Endogenous 

peroxidase activity in the tissue was blocked with 0.3% hydrogen peroxide for 30 minutes.  To 

expose antigenic epitopes, tissue was steamed for 20 min. in target retrieval solution (Dako, 

Carpinteria, CA).  To reduce nonspecific primary antibody labeling for endogenous biotin, biotin 

receptors, and avidin binding sites in tissue, the avidin/biotin blocking kit was used according to 

company specifications (Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA).  To block general nonspecific 

tissue antibody binding sites in tissue, SuperBlock (ScyTek Laboratories, Logan, UT) was added 

to tissue for 10 minutes.  For each series of immunostaining, a no-primary antibody control slide 

was used to determine nonspecific immunoreactivity associated with the secondary antibodies.  

Blocking peptides commercially available for phosphorylated Y118 (pY118) and pS126 paxillin 

were utilized to demonstrate specificity of the immunostaining.  For the blocking peptides, brain 

tissue was incubated with antibody and 100-fold molar excess of either specific blocking 

peptides or non-specific blocking peptides.  Immunoreactivity on the tissue slides were 

visualized with Nova-Red chromagen (Vector Laboratories), dehydrated and mounted with 

permount (Fisher, Pittsburgh, PA).  Immunofluorescent staining was carried out as previously 

stated except after primary antibody slides were incubated with goat anti-mouse or rabbit 

secondary antibodies conjugated to Alexa Fluor-488 and –568.  Triple labeling was performed 

by incubation with the far-red fluorescent nucleic stain TO-PRO-3 (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA).  
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Pyramidal neurons in human brain are known to contain elevated levels of lipofuscin granules 

typically localized within the soma, which exhibit significant autofluorescence at longer 

wavelengths.  Therefore, to minimize the contribution of autofluorescence to LSCM signals, 

secondary antibodies conjugated to Alexa Fluor –488 were used for Hic-5 or paxillin while 

Alexa Fluor –568 were used for colabeling with well-characterized markers for AD pathology.   

3.4 PRIMARY CORTICAL CULTURES 

The Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) at the University of Pittsburgh 

approved all animal protocols.  Primary cortical cultures were prepared as previously described 

(Kress et al., 2002) to limit glial cell population to < 5% (266).  Primary cortical neurons were 

derived from E17 pregnant female Sprague Dawley rats (17 days in gestation).  Pups were 

decapitated and whole brains removed.  Meninges were removed from each cortical lobe.  

Isolated cortical lobes were digested with 0.0375% Trypsin-EDTA (Gibco) at 37° C for 30 

minutes.  Digested brain tissue was titurated approximately 15 times followed by the 

deactivation of Trypsin-EDTA with the addition of sterile filtered plating media (DMEM with 

10% FBS and 1% penicillin/streptomycin (Gibco).  Cells were filtered with a 40 µM cell strainer 

(BD Falcon).  Dissociated cells (10 ul) were added treated with trypan blue (90 µl) for cell 

counting.  1-1.2 x 106 cells/ml were then plated on to polyornithine (3 µg/ml) and laminin (5 

µg/ml) coated glass coverslips for 5 hours.  Plating media was completely removed and cells 

were then grown continuously in sterile filtered B27-NB media (Neurobasal media-Gibco, 10 ml 

of B27-Gibco supplement minus antioxidants, 0.5% penicillin/streptomycin).  Cells were 

provided 1/3 fresh B27-NB media on day 3 and 7.  Constructs for GFP-Hic-5 and GFP-paxillin 
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(gift from Dr. Rick Horwitz) were added to 5/6-day neuronal cultures after incubated with 

Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen) at a ratio of 1ug DNA: 1μl reagent yielding approximately 3-

5% transient transfection efficiency at 24-48 hours post transfection.  Nuclei were labeled with 

TO-PRO-3 (Molecular Probes). 

3.5 IN VITRO SUBCELLULAR LOCALIZATION 

Two whole cell extraction buffer systems (WCE and RIPA) were compared with two different 

soluble vs. nuclear extraction buffer systems (A and B).  For each buffer system used, primary 

cortical cultures were grown on four 10 cm plates and then harvested at 8 days in culture.  

Extracts from each buffer system were analyzed by immunoblot using antibodies for paxillin, 

hic-5, and actin.  30 ug for each brain region was loaded on a 10% SDS-PAGE.  WCE: 50 mM 

Tris pH 7.5, 2 mM EDTA, 100 mM NaCl, 1% NP-40, protease (Sigma) and phosphatase 

(Calbiochem) inhibitors.  RIPA: 50 mM Tris HCL pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl, 1% Triton X-100, 1% 

sodium deoxycholate, 0.1% SDS, protease (Sigma) and phosphatase (Calbiochem) inhibitors.  

The protocol for buffer A the extracts were prepared similarily to previous published (267).  A: 

cytoplasmic: 10 mM Pipes pH 6.8, 100 mM NaCl, 300 mM sucrose, 3 mM MgCl2, 1 mM 

EGTA, 1 mM DTT, 0.5% Triton-X-100, protease (Sigma) and phosphatase (Calbiochem) 

inhibitors.  A: nuclear pellets were adjusted to 0.25 mM ammonium sulfate and pelleted.  The 

protocol for buffer B: cytoplasmic and nuclear fractions were performed using the manufacture’s 

recommendations (Pierce NE-PER Kit).   
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3.6 IMMUNOPRECIPITATION 

Fresh frozen human hippocampus from control and AD subjects were homogenized in 5 volumes 

of cold lysis buffer (50 mM Tris HCL pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl, 1% Triton X-100, 1% sodium 

deoxycholate-stage, 0.1% SDS, protease (Sigma) and phosphatase (Calbiochem) inhibitors in a 

glass-teflon homogenizer (500 rpms, 10 strokes).  100 μl of total homogenate from control and 

AD subjects were preincubated with 4ul primary antibodies of interest for 2 hours.  The tissue 

lysate was then mixed with Protein G Magnetic Microbeads for 30 minutes.  To activate the 

μMACS columns (Miltenyi Biotec, Auburn, CA), 200 μl of lysis buffer was added before the 

immunoprecipitates were captured using the magnetic field.  After the tissue lysate flowed 

through the columns, they were washed 4X 200 μl lysate buffer, 1 X 200 μl high salt buffer (500 

mM NaCl, 1% NP-40, 50 mM Tris HCL pH 8.0, and 1X 200 μl low salt buffer (20 mM Tris 

HCL pH 7.5).  To elute the bound complexes, 20 μl of pre-heated (95° C) 1X sample buffer 

(200mM Tris HCL 6.8, 0.2% SDS, 10% glycerol, 0.01% bromphenol blue) was added to the 

columns for 5 minutes.  80 μl of 1X sample buffer was then added and the flow through was 

saved.  A control for nonspecific binding of protein to μMACS columns was determined by 

running control and AD subject lysate combined with Microbeads through the columns without 

prior incubation with primary antibodies in a same manner.   

3.7 RANK ORDER AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 

The number of subjects utilized for this study was 15.  Statistical tests involving sample sizes of 

less than 100 without knowledge of variables/parameters require the use of nonparametric 
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methods for analysis.  Tests based on ranked data are nonparametric and rank “intensity” order 

test were utilized in this study (268).  The intensity of protein expression was ranked from lowest 

to highest based on blinded qualitative observations and assigning them values of 1 to 15. The 

rank “intensity” order was then divided into groups based on the un-blinded information (Table 

10).  The Mann-Whitney (U) test was used when comparing intensity differences in control vs. 

AD subjects and the Kruskal-Wallis (ANOVA) test was used when comparing control, early-

stage AD and late-stage AD subjects (GraphPad Prism 4.0a).  
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4.0  RESULTS 

4.1 IN VITRO SUBCELLULAR LOCALIZATION 

The cellular expression and subcellular localization of Hic-5 and paxillin proteins was examined 

using WB analysis of extracts from embryonic rat cortical cultures.  Two whole cell extraction 

buffer systems (WCE and RIPA) were compared with two different soluble vs. nuclear 

extraction buffer systems A and B (Cytoplasmic and Nuclear).  For each buffer system used, 

primary cortical cultures were grown on four 10 cm plates and then harvested at 8 days in 

culture.  To limit variability between buffer systems, cell pellets were combined and 30 ug from 

each fraction was used for WB analysis.    Specific Hic-5 and paxillin immunoreactive bands of 

the appropriate molecular mass were evident in all subcellular fractions analyzed (Fig. 10).  As 

shown in Fig. 10, paxillin was readily detected in whole cell and soluble fractions (WCE, RIPA, 

A: cytoplasmic, and B: cytoplasmic).  However, paxillin was not easily detected in nuclear 

fractions for either A or B.  These results suggest that paxillin is very soluble and support a 

number of reports showing limited localization of paxillin in the nucleus.  In contrast, Hic-5 

shows strong nuclear localization in both nuclear fraction buffer systems.  Although antibodies 

for actin were used to control for protein gel loading, additional controls should be used to 

establish the purity of the various subcellular fractions including Na/K-ATPase for membrane, 

HSP-90 or GAPDH for cytoplasmic and HDAC, SP1, c-fos, or lamin B1 for nuclear fractions.   
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Figure 10. Immunoblot analysis to determine the in vitro subcellular localization of Hic-5 
and paxillin 
Two whole cell extraction buffer systems (WCE and RIPA) were compared with two different 
soluble (Cyto.) vs. nuclear (Nuc.) extraction buffer systems A and B.  For each buffer system 
used, embryonic cortical cultures were grown on four 10 cm plates and then harvested at 8 days 
in culture.  Extracts from each buffer system were analyzed by immunoblot using antibodies for 
paxillin, Hic-5, and actin.  30 ug for each brain region was loaded on a 10% SDS-PAGE. 

4.2 IN VITRO NUCLEAR LOCALIZATION 

Hic-5 and paxillin have previously been demonstrated to shuttle into and out of the nucleus of 

non-neuronal cell lines after treatment with leptomycin B (133, 269).  Both Hic-5 and paxillin 

have been shown to function in the cytoplasm of cultured neurons and neuronal cell lines; these  
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Figure 11. In vitro nuclear localization of Hic-5 and paxillin in embryonic cortical cultures 
Constructs for GFP-Hic-5 and GFP-paxillin were added to 5/6-day primary neuronal cultures 
after incubated with Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen) at a ratio of 1ug DNA: 1μl reagent 
yielding approximately 3-5% transient transfection efficiency at 24-48 hours post transfection.  
Nuclei were labeled with a nuclear dye (TO-PRO-3).  (A): GFP-Hic-5, control.  (B): GFP-Hic-5, 
leptomycin B. (C): paxillin, control.  (D): paxillin, leptomycin B. 
 

studies did not address potential genomic roles of these proteins (158, 270).  To establish 

whether Hic-5 or paxillin had the capacity to accumulate in the nuclei of neurons, embryonic 

cortical cultures were transfected for 24 hr with GFP tagged Hic-5 or paxillin.  Transfection 

conditions were optimized to maximize the number of cells expressing these two proteins.  In 

order to clearly establish shuttling of either protein, cultures were then treated with leptomycin B 

and changes in localization were observed by LSCM.  Exogenously expressed GFP-Hic-5 

protein is localized throughout neuronal processes and appeared localized in the nucleus of 

primary cortical brain cultures even in the absence of leptomycin B (Fig.11 A).  Leptomycin B 

treatment led to a reduction in GFP-Hic-5 fluorescence in neuronal processes but it was not 

possible to assess the presumed enhanced nuclear accumulation under these conditions (Fig. 11 

B).  GFP-paxillin protein is also localized throughout the neuronal processes and nucleus (Fig. 

11 C).  A reduction of GFP-paxillin expression in the soma and neuronal processes were 
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observed in primary cultures incubated with leptomycin B (Fig.11 D).  These in vitro results 

indicate that nuclear import of Hic-5 and paxillin occurs in neurons. 

4.3 HIC-5 AND PAXILLIN EXPRESSION IN BRAIN 

Both Hic-5 and paxillin are expressed in numerous regions of the rat brain.  However, no study 

to date has addressed the expression profile of these proteins in specific brain regions.  

Furthermore, Hic-5 and paxillin expression and function have not been assessed in a human 

disease in which cells are exposed to conditions that may impact Hic-5 and/or paxillin function 

(i.e. oxidative stress).  Numerous reports have made a connection between oxidative stress and 

AD.  Therefore, the tissue specific expression and subcellular localization of Hic-5, paxillin, and 

phosphorylated isoforms of paxillin were examined in multiple human brain regions and stages 

of AD. 

4.3.1 Hic-5 and paxillin expression levels compared in different stages of Alzheimer’s 

disease subjects 

Immunoblot analysis was performed to detect Hic-5, paxillin, and phophorylated isoforms of 

paxillin using soluble homogenates of fresh frozen tissue extract (27,000 x g) supernatants from 

cerebellum, hippocampus, and midfrontal cortex of human subjects.  Specifically, monoclonal 

antibodies directed to Hic-5 and paxillin and polyclonal antibodies directed against pY31 

paxillin, pS126 paxillin, or pS178 paxillin isoforms were used.  In the soluble fractions of 

cerebellum, hippocampus, and midfrontal cortex, a specific immunoreactive band of the 
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Figure 12. Expression levels compared in different stages of Alzheimer’s disease 
Fresh frozen CB= cerebellum, HP= hippocampus, and MF= mid-frontal cortex from different 
stages of AD were homogenized as described in Methods to generate S2 fraction.  Equal 
amounts of protein from each total homogenate were loaded in gel lanes and immunolabeled 
using antibodies specific to Hic-5 or paxillin, pY31 paxillin, pS126 paxillin, and pS178 paxillin. 
 

appropriate molecular mass was present for Hic-5, paxillin, pY31 paxillin, pS126 paxillin, and 

pS178 paxillin immunoblots (Fig. 12).  Paxillin is highly expressed in the early stages of AD in 

the hippocampus (stage IV vs. VI) and midfrontal cortex (stage II vs. VI).  Paxillin expression 

was barely detectable in the cerebellum although relatively weak expression of paxillin was 

detected in the later stage of AD (stage VI vs. I).  The immunoblots for Hic-5, pY31 paxillin, 

pS126 paxillin, and pS178 paxillin did not indicate a readily observable difference in expression 

levels for these three brain regions or different AD stages tested. These experiments need to be 
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repeated with multiple subjects and disease stages to establish whether overall expression of 

paxillin or Hic-5 is altered in specific brain regions of AD subjects. 

4.3.2 Immunoblot analysis to determine the specificity of antibodies 

To establish the specificities of antibodies, immunoblot analysis was performed to 

compare either whole cell extracts from control cells: prostate stromal cells (WPMY-1) with 

small interfering RNA (siRNA) ablation of Hic-5 or mouse embryonic fibroblast cells (MEF) 

with genetic ablation of paxillin, and fresh frozen human hippocampus with either TX-100 

soluble (100,000 x g) or insoluble tissue extracts (271, 272).  Individual gels were performed for 

each antibody tested and molecular weights were determined by a linear regression plot of log 

[molecular weight] vs. migration from molecular weight protein standards.  The blot was then 

probed with actin antibodies for a loading control. 

Antibodies directed towards Hic-5 detected a specific band that migrated approximately 

63.3 kDa in both whole cell extracts from WPMY-1 cells and TX-100 insoluble fractions in both 

control and AD hippocampus (Fig. 13 A).  This band was barely detected in cells that were Hic-5 

ablated.  A doublet of higher molecular weights was also detected in WPMY-1 cells that were 

not present in human hippocampus (Fig. 13 A).  Antibodies directed towards paxillin (Fig B), 

pY31 paxillin (Fig. 13 C), pY118 paxillin (Fig. 13 D), pS126 paxillin (Fig. 13 E), and pS178 

paxillin (Fig. 13 G) detected a specific band that migrated approximately 51 kDa in both whole 

cell extracts from MEF cells and TX-100 soluble fraction in both control and AD hippocampus.  

This band was barely detected in the paxillin ablated MEF cells but was not entirely absent (Fig. 

13 B).  A larger molecular weight band migrating approximately 78 kDa was detected in both 

MEF cells and human hippocampus for pY31, pS126, and pS178 immunoblots (Fig. 13 D – F). 
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Figure 13. Immunoblot analysis to determine the specificity of antibodies 
Individual gels were performed for each antibody tested and molecular weights were determined 
by a linear regression plot of log [molecular weight] vs. migration from molecular weight protein 
standards.  The blot was then probed with actin antibodies for a loading control (A): Immunoblot 
with Hic-5 antibodies for whole cell extracts from control prostate stromal cells (WPMY-1) with 
small interfering RNA (siRNA) ablation of Hic-5 and fresh frozen human hippocampus with 
either TX-100 soluble (100,000 x g) or insoluble tissue extracts.  (B-F): Immunoblot with 
paxillin (B), pY118 paxillin (C), pY31 paxillin (D), pS126 paxillin (E), and pS178 paxillin (F) 
antibodies for whole cell extracts from control mouse embryonic fibroblast cells (MEF) with 
genetic ablation of paxillin, and fresh frozen human hippocampus with either TX-100 soluble 
(100,000 x g) or insoluble tissue extracts.   
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4.3.3 Hic-5, paxillin, and activated isoforms of paxillin expression in control vs. 

Alzheimer’s disease subjects 

Initially, hippocampal tissue was the focus for examination of Hic-5 and paxillin expression as 

this region undergoes dramatic and well-defined pathologic changes during the progression of 

AD.  Immunoblot analysis was performed using TX-100 soluble and insoluble fractions of fresh 

frozen tissue extract (100,000 x g) from hippocampus.  In both TX-100 soluble and insoluble 

fractions of hippocampus a specific immunoreactive band of the appropriate molecular mass was 

present for Hic-5, paxillin, and activated isoforms of paxillin immunoblots in both control and 

AD hippocampus (Fig. 14 and 15).  Molecular weights for specific bands detected by each 

antibody used were determined by a linear regression plot of log [molecular weight] vs. 

migration from molecular weight protein standards.  The blot was then probed with actin 

antibodies for a loading control.  Protein levels in the TX-100 soluble fraction immunoblots for 

Hic-5, paxillin, and activated isoforms of paxillin tested did not change significantly in early-

stage AD or late-stage AD compared to control subjects (Fig. 14).  However, Hic-5 levels did 

trend to be significantly decreased (p < 0.087) in early-stage AD and late-stage AD compared to 

control subjects (Fig. 14).  However, Hic-5 protein levels in the TX-100 insoluble fraction were 

significantly decreased (p < 0.012) in early-stage AD compared to control and late-stage AD 

subjects (Fig. 15).  This result is shown graphically in Fig. 16. 
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Figure 14. Immunoblot analysis for Hic-5, paxillin, and activated isoforms of paxillin 
protein in TX-100 soluble fraction of human hippocampus 
Fresh frozen hippocampus from 5 non-neurologic disease controls, 5 early-stage AD, and 5 
neuropathologically confirmed late-stage AD cases were homogenized as described in Methods 
to generate TX-100 soluble fraction.  Equal amounts of protein from each total homogenate were 
loaded in gel lanes and immunolabeled using antibodies specific to Hic-5, paxillin and activated 
isoforms of paxillin.  Antibody to actin was used as a loading control.  Lanes 1-5 are from early-
stage AD, lanes 6-10 are from control subjects and lanes 11-15 are from late-stage AD subjects.  
Quantitative measurements for each lane were normalized to actin and the most intense band was 
arbitrarily set to 100%.  The Kruskal-Wallis statistical test was performed to compare control vs. 
early-stage AD vs. late-stage AD subjects: Hic-5 = p < 0.087, paxillin = p < 0.763, pY31 = p < 
0.613, pY118 = p < 0.249, pS126 = p < 0.512, pS178 = p < 0.134. 
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Figure 15. Immunoblot analysis for Hic-5, paxillin, and activated isoforms of paxillin 
protein in TX-100 insoluble fraction of human hippocampus 
Fresh frozen hippocampus from 5 non-neurologic disease controls, 5 early-stage AD, and 5 
neuropathologically confirmed late-stage AD cases were homogenized as described in Methods 
to generate TX-100 insoluble fraction.  Equal amounts of protein from each total homogenate 
were loaded in gel lanes and immunolabeled using antibodies specific to Hic-5, paxillin and 
activated isoforms of paxillin.  Anti-actin antibodies were used as a loading control.  Lanes 1-5 
are from early-stage AD, lanes 6-10 are from control subjects and lanes 11-15 are from late-stage 
AD subjects.  Quantitative measurements for each lane were normalized to actin and the most 
intense band was arbitrarily set to 100%. Kruskal-Wallis statistical test was performed to 
compare control vs. early-stage AD vs. late-stage AD subjects: Hic-5 = p < 0.012, paxillin = p < 
0.691, pY31 = p < 0.99, pY118 = p < 0.075, pS126 = p < 0.33, pS178 = p < 0.21. 
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Figure 16. Graphical representation of Hic-5 immunoreactivity in AD 
The results of the Kruskal-Wallis statistical test are shown comparing Hic-5 protein levels in the 
hippocampus for control vs. early-stage AD vs. late-stage AD.  (A): Hic-5 levels in TX-100 
soluble fraction = p < 0.087  (B): Hic-5 levels in TX-100 insoluble fraction = p < 0.012. 
 

4.3.4 Distribution of hic-5 and paxillin in hippocampus  

WB analysis of brain extracts can only provide limited information about Hic-5 and paxillin 

expression since this tissue contains many distinct cell types.  Furthermore, biochemical 

fractionations from frozen human brain tissue are inherently inefficient.  Therefore, to more 

precisely investigate the subcellular distrubution of Hic-5 and paxillin, light and LSCM was used 

to assess Hic-5 and paxillin expression and subcellular distribution within the hippocampus of 

control, early-stage AD and late-stage AD subjects (Table 8).  IHC of human hippocampus was 

performed with polyclonal antibodies directed against Hic-5, paxillin, and phosphorylated 

isoforms of paxillin that distinguish various activated forms of the proteins (Table 9).  Tissue 
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slides were for each antibody were performed simultaneously and were also not counterstained 

so as to accurately interpret the observed staining patterns. Classical plaques are composed of a 

heterogeneous population of extracellular Aβ deposits, dystrophic neurites, NFTs, activated 

astrocytes and microglia (84, 273).   Therefore, LSCM with markers specific to plaques (β-

amyloid), NFTs (AT8), activated astrocytes (GFAP) and microglia (CD68) were used to 

determine the localization of Hic-5, paxillin, and phosphorylated isoforms of paxillin in AD 

pathology. 

4.4 HIC-5 DISTRUBUTION IN HIPPOCAMPUS 

Hic-5 localizes to cells of the vascular system including smooth muscle cells surrounding arteries 

and large capillaries (Fig. 17, panel a) as well as arterial/capillary endothelial cells (Fig. 17, 

panels b and c).  Hic-5 stained the walls of the vascular system indicative of endothelial cells and 

showed clear nuclear staining (Fig. 17, panels b and c).  Further, ependymal cells that line the 

ventricles that do not have a basement membrane are positive for Hic-5 (data not shown).  

Throughout control and AD hippocampus, the majority of Hic-5 immunoreactivity was observed 

in dentate gyrus neurons (Fig. 18, panel a), pyramidal neurons throughout the stratum pyramidale 

layer (Fig. 19, panels a - f), and small round cells of the stratum oriens layer between the alveus 

and stratum pyramidal layers (Fig. 18, panel b).  Hic-5 immunoreactivity was also observed in 

neuronal processes of the alveus/fimbria layer that contains the major output of pyramidal 

neurons in the hippocampus (Fig. 18 A, panel c) and cells of the choroid plexus (Fig. 18, panel 

d). Hic-5 protein within reactive astrocytes in control subjects was not observed.  Hic-5 

immunoreactivity was compared between control and AD hippocampus and significantly 
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Figure 17. Hic-5 and paxillin immunoreactivity in cells of the vascular system 
Tissue sections from control hippocampus immunostained with (a): anti-Hic-5 and (d): anti-
paxillin antibodies reveals protein expression in smooth muscle cells surrounding arteries and 
large capillaries.  (b and c): Hic-5 and (e and f): paxillin stained arterial/capillary endothelial 
cells.  Scale bars = (a and d) 100μm: (c, b, e, f) 50 μm. 
 

elevated levels of Hic-5 in CA1 pyramidal neurons in AD subjects (Fig. 19, panels e and f; Table 

10, Row 1) were noted.  Hic-5 immunostaining was statistically different between control, early-

stage AD and late-stage AD subjects by rank order analysis (Fig. 19, panels d - f; Table 10, Row 

2).  The results of these significance tests are shown by graphical representation in Fig. 20.  Hic-

5 immunoreactivitywas predominantly located within the cell body and was excluded from the 

nucleus in the majority of pyramidal neurons in the hippocampus (Fig. 19; Fig. 21, panel f).  This 

observation contradicts those shown in vitro where Hic-5 was premoniantly in the nuclear  
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Figure 18. Hic-5 immunoreactivity in human hippocampus 
(A):  Tissue sections from control hippocampus immunostained with anti-Hic-5 antibody reveals 
protein expression in the soma of dentate gyrus granular and pyramidal neurons (a); nuclei of 
glial cells (b); alveus/white matter tracts (c); cells of the choroid plexus (d). Scale bars = (a - d) 
25 μm. 
 

fraction or nucleus.  However, a subset of CA3 and CA1 pyramidal neurons of both control and 

AD subjects exhibited Hic-5 immunoreactivity in the nucleus (Fig. 21, panels a – e).  Hic-5 

immunoreactivity was significantly increased in extracellular plaques within the hippocampus in 

all AD subjects compared to controls, and statistically significant when comparing all three 

subject groups to each other (Fig. 21, panel g; Table 10, Row 2).  Specifically, Hic-5 distribution 

in plaques was greatest in late-stage AD subjects.  Within plaques Hic-5 was located within 
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Figure 19. Hic-5 localization and relative expression in the CA3 and CA1 subfields 
(a - c):  Hic-5 immunoreactivity in CA3 pyramidal neurons in control, early-stage AD, and late-
stage AD subjects. (d - f): Hic-5 immunoreactivity in CA1 pyramidal neurons in control, early-
stage AD, and late-stage AD subjects. Scale bars = (a - f) 50 μm. 
 
 

morphologically diverse structured including nuclei, neuropil and punctate aggregates (Fig. 21, 

panel g).  Hic-5 was also present in the soma and nuclei of choroid plexus (Fig. 18, panel d). 

The major synaptic inputs to the hippocampus occur on the projecting dendrites from the 

dentate gyrus in the outer molecular layer (OML) from the ipsilateral (same side) entorhinal 

cortex and the inner molecular layer (IML) from the contralateral (opposite side) entorhinal 

cortex.  In many subjects, Hic-5 immunoreactivity was observed to be elevated in the OML 

compared to the IML (Fig. 22, panel a).  At the light level, it is difficult to determine whether the 

observed staining is derived from dendrites or axons.  As stated earlier, FAK is activated in the 

presence of Aβ in cell culture.  Though FAK distribution was not examined in all cases, 

immunostaining was also performed with antibodies directed to FAK and its activated  
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Figure 20. Graphical representation of Hic-5 immunoreactivity in AD 
The results of the significance tests for Hic-5 expression levels in Table 10 are shown by 
graphical representation.  (A): Mann Whitney statistical test comparing Hic-5 immunoreactivity 
in control vs. AD subjects, (B): Kruskal-Wallis statistical test comparing Hic-5 immunoreactivity 
in control vs. early-stage AD vs. late-stage AD subjects. 
 

autophosphorylated isoform (pY397 FAK) in some cases.  In serial sections of hippocampus, 

immunoreactivity for FAK was not as easily detected compared to pY397 in the hippocampus 

(data not shown).  However, in both the IML and OML FAK was observed in clusters of 

granules that are not as evident in the surrounding hippocampus (data not shown).   

Immunoreactivity for pY397 FAK was elevated in the OML compared to the IML (Fig. 22, 

panel b).  The pY397 FAK staining was observed in dense granules that were only present in the 

OML and not in the IML or surrounding hippocampus. Neither the cluster of granules or dense 

granule staining observed with FAK or pY397 FAK was detected with Hic-5 (Fig. 22).  FAK is a 

known upstream regulator of Hic-5 and paxillin (130) .  Colocalization of FAK/pY297 FAK and 

Hic-5/paxillin/phosphorylated isoforms of Hic-5 combined with a third label for either axons  
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Figure 21. Hic-5 immunoreactivity localizes in the nucleus of CA1 pyramidal neurons and 
neuritic plaques throughout the AD hippocampus 
(a – f): Hic-5 was detected in the nucleus of a number of CA1 pyramidal neurons.  (g): Hic-5 
was detected in neuritic plaques throughout the AD hippocampus.  Scale bars = (a - e) 30 μm, (f 
and g) 25 μm. 
. 
 
(tubulin or tau) or dendrites (MAP2) would confirm if these proteins are colocalizing in the 

OML. 

Hic-5 immunofluorescence was observed in pyramidal neurons throughout the 

hippocampal within neurites, the cell body and nucleus (Fig. 23).  Hic-5 positive pyramidal 

neurons were also observed adjacent to β-amyloid containing plaques (Fig. 23, panels a – c). The 

presence of Hic-5 immunofluorescence in beaded processes projecting throughout the 

hippocampus and a subset of plaques (Fig. 23, panels a and j) were noted.  Hic-5 

immunofluorescence was also observed in the majority of AT8 labeled NFTs, including those  
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Figure 22. Hic-5 and FAK y397 immunoreactivity in the outer molecular layer of the 
dentate gyrus of AD subjects 
Tissue sections from AD hippocampus immunostained with (a): anti-Hic-5 antibodies reveal 
increased immunoreactivity in the outer molecular layer compared to the inner molecular layer 
of the dentate gyrus in AD subjects.  (b): FAK y397 antibodies reveal increased 
immunoreactivity in the outer molecular layer compared to the inner molecular layer of the 
dentate gyrus in AD subjects.  Aggregates were positive for y397 FAK (b): inset. Scale bars = (a 
and b) 100 μm, (b) inset = 25 μm. 
 
 

adjacent to plaques in AD hippocampus (Fig. 23, panels d – i).  Colocalization of Hic-5 in AT8 

positive NFTs was evident in the perinuclear region or limited to large processes proximal to the 

cell body (Fig. 23, panels d – i).  Neuropil threads recognized by AT8 were negative for Hic-5 

(Fig. 23, panels d – i).  Many Hic-5 containing pyramidal neurons lack AT8 positive NFTs, and 

Hic-5 was not observed in extracellular ghost tangles (Fig. 23, panels d – i).  Hic-5 

immunofluorescence was consistently observed within the plaque core (Fig. 23, panels a – f).  

These results mimic the diversity of Hic-5 immunoreactivity observed by light microscopy.  Hic-

5 was not localized to activated astrocytes (GFAP positive cells) (data not shown) but exhibited 

colocalization in CD68 positive microglia within plaque pathology (Fig. 23, panels j – l). 
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Figure 23. Hic-5 distribution in Alzheimer’s disease pathology 
LSCM with Hic-5 (green), nucleus (blue) and plaque components (red) representing β-amyloid, 
pTau, or microglia.  Hic-5 immunofluorescence was localized to pyramidal neurons in the 
hippocampus, as well as processes and plaque cores within β-amyloid positive plaques (a – c).  
Arrow (a) indicates beaded process projecting through plaque in panel (c).  In AT8 labeled 
NFTs, Hic-5 immunofluorescence was found surrounding and co-localizing within plaques (d – 
f).  A subset of AT8 positive NFTs exhibit colocalization with Hic-5 in the perinuclear region 
and proximal neuritic processes of pyramidal neurons (d – i).  Arrow in (g) indicates Hic-5 
immunofluorescence in a pyramidal neuron negative for NFTs (g – i).  Arrowheads in (g) denote 
examples of Hic-5 co-localization in DAPI labeled nuclei (g – i).  Hic-5 immunofluorescence 
was co-localized in CD68 positive microglia within plaques (j – l).  Scale bars = (a - l) 50 μm. 
 

Hic-5 immunofluorescence was detected in dystrophic neurons thoughout the hippocampal 

subfields.  In the subiculum/entorhinal cortex subfield, Hic-5 immunofluorescence was detected 

in dystrophic neurons that were both positive and negative for AT8 (Fig. 24, panels a and b).  

Other investigators have reported that FTD patients have different types of intracellular 

inclusions based on the presence or absence of pTau (274).  However, all inclusions specific to 

FTD subjects are positive for ubiquitin.  Further studies with Hic-5, pTau, and ubiquitin are 

needed to establish whether Hic-5 labels FTD inclusions.  Hic-5 IF was detected in a cell cluster 

surrounding the lateral ventricle and appear to be similar to those seen in periventricular 

heterotopia (275).  These nodules are believed to due to a defect in migration from radial glial 

cells but could also be due to a defect in migration within the cells that use radial glial cells for 

migration.  In granular ependymitis, the eppendymal lining is damaged and the cells are replaced 

by reactive astrocytes.  Hic-5 is partially colocalized with MAP-2 neuronal processes in these 

nodules (Fig. 24). 
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Figure 24. Hic-5 localization within intraneuronal inclusions and periventricular 
heterotopias. 
Hic-5 immunoreactivity was localized within intraneuronal inclusions (a).  Hic-5 
immunofluorescence was localized in pTau negative intraneuronal inclusions (b). Hic-5 
immunofluorescence was co-localized with MAP-2 in periventricular heterotopias (c - f). Scale 
bars = (a ) 37.5 μm, (fb) 25 μm, (c – f) 100μm. 
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4.5 PAXILLIN DISTRIBUTION IN HIPPOCAMPUS 

Paxillin localizes to cells of the vascular system including smooth muscle cells surrounding 

arteries and large capillaries (Fig. 17, panel d) as well as arterial/capillary endothelial cells and 

(Fig. 17, panels e and f).  Paxillin stained the walls of the vascular system indicative of 

endothelial cells and showed clear nuclear staining (Fig. 17, panels e and f).  Further, ependymal 

cells that line the ventricles that do not have a basement membrane are also positive for paxillin 

(data not shown).  Paxillin immunoreactivity in control hippocampus was predominately located 

to the outer white matter closest to the lateral ventricle and the stratum lacunosum (Fig. 25, 

panels a and b).  Paxillin immunoreactivity was detected in the nucleus and cytoplasm of reactive 

astrocytes and neuropil within the hilus/CA4 region of all cases (Fig. 25, panels a – d).  

However, paxillin immunoreactivity was significantly increased in reactive astrocytes and 

neuropil throughout the CA3, CA2 and CA1 hippocampal subfields in AD subjects compared to 

control subjects (Fig. 25, panels b and d; Table 10, Row 3).  The highest paxillin protein levels 

were detected in late-stage AD subjects but this observation did not reach significance compared 

to control and early-stage AD subjects (Figure 26, Table 10, column B, Row 3).  Although there 

was ae lack of statistical significance observed when comparing all three groups due to the 

presence of paxillin in astrocytes of the hilus/CA4 in both control and early-stage AD subjects, 

paxillin immunoreactivity was increased in AD and tended toward significance (Fig. 26, panel 

c).  Although paxillin was predominately expressed in reactive astrocytes, paxillin 

immunoreactivity was observed localized in focal nuclear granules of CA1 pyramidal neurons in 

control subjects (Fig. 27, panel a).  Rank order analysis showed a significant loss in the nuclear 

distribution of paxillin in CA1 pyramidal neurons of all AD subjects compared to controls was 
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Figure 25. Paxillin expression in control and Alzheimer’s disease hippocampus 
Low power magnification reveals paxillin immunoreactivity in the alveus/white matter (WM) 
tracts and the stratum lacunosum (SL) layer in both control (a) and AD (b) subjects.  In the 
hilus/CA4 of control subjects, paxillin is localized to reactive astrocytes and neuropil (c).  AD 
hippocampus exhibits elevated paxillin immunoreactivity in reactive astrocytes throughout the 
hippocampus and within plaques (d). Scale bars = (a and b) 500μm, (c) 100μm, (d) 50μm. 
 
 

also observed (Fig. 27 panel b; Table 10, Row 4).  Though control subjects did have the highest 

number of CA1 pyramidal neurons with paxillin distributed in focal nuclear granules, upon 

counting at least 100 pyramidal neurons in each section the nuclear distribution of paxillin only 

trended towards significant loss in CA1 pyramidal neurons during AD progression (p < 0.167).  

A statistically significant loss in nuclear paxillin within the choroid plexus of AD patients was  
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Figure 26. Graphical representation of paxillin immunoreactivity in AD 
The results of these significance tests for paxillin expression levels in Table 10 are shown by 
graphical representation.  (A): Mann Whitney statistical test comparing paxillin levels in control 
vs. AD subjects, (B): Kruskal-Wallis statistical test comparing paxillin levels in control vs. early-
stage AD vs. late-stage AD subjects. 
 
 

 
Figure 27. Paxillin localization in CA1 pyramidal neurons 
CA1 pyramidal neurons in control subjects display paxillin predominantly in nuclei (a).  Paxillin 
is predominately in the cytoplasm of CA1 pyramidal neurons in AD subjects (b). Though control 
subjects contained the majority of nuclear paxillin CA1 pyramidal neurons, the observed losses 
of paxillin the nuclei of AD subjects did not reach a level of statistical significance (Kruskal-
Walllis statistical test). Scale bars = (a and b) 25μm. 
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Figure 28. Paxillin localization in Alzheimer’s disease pathology 
LSCM of AD hippocampus with paxillin (green), nucleus (blue) and plaque components (red): 
β-amyloid, hyperphosphorylated tau, activated astrocytes (a – i).  Paxillin immunofluorescence 
was elevated in reactive astrocytes and numerous processes surrounding and penetrating β-
amyloid positive plaques throughout the AD hippocampus (a – c).  Paxillin immunofluorescence 
was observed in the majority of GFAP positive reactive astrocytes surrounding plaques (d – f).  
Paxillin was not detected in AT8 immunoreactive NFTs (g – i). Scale bars = (a - i) 50μm. 
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Figure 29. Paxillin localization in cells of the choroid plexus 
Paxillin immunoreactivity was also observed in the choroid plexus of control (a) and AD (d) 
subjects.  Note loss of nuclear immunoreactivity in AD subjects (d).  LSCM of control and AD 
choroid plexus for paxillin (green) and cell nuclei (red) (b and c; e and f).  Paxillin 
immunofluorescence was predominantly expressed in the nucleus of the choroid plexus in 
control subjects (b and c) but reduced in nuclei of AD subjects (e and f). Scale bars = (a – f) 
50μm. 
 
 

noted (Fig. 27, panels a and b; Table 10, Row 5).  Therefore, in AD paxillin immunoreactivity is 

elevated in reactive astrocytes and decreased in the nuclei of CA1 pyramidal neurons and 

choroid plexus cells.  To further define cell types expressing paxillin associated with AD 

pathology, LSCM with cell type specific markers were used.  Paxillin immunofluorescence was 

elevated in cells containing numerous processes surrounding and penetrating β-amyloid 

containing plaques in AD hippocampus (Fig. 28, panels a – c).  Colocalization of paxillin and a  
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Figure 30. Paxillin localization in periventricular heterotopias 
Paxillin immunofluorescence was colocalized with GFAP in periventricular heterotopias (a - d). 
Scale bars = (a – d) 100μm. 
 

 

subset of GFAP labeled reactive astrocytes surrounding plaque pathology in AD were detected 

(Fig. 28, panels d – f).  This result is consistent with observations by light microscopy showing 

paxillin in reactive astrocytes (Fig. 28, panel d).  Colocalization of paxillin and GFAP 

immunofluorescence was not evenly distributed and appeared in discrete locations within the 
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glial processes though it is posible that antibody hindrance by unknown methods may have 

reduced the apparent colocalization (Fig. 28, panel f).  Paxillin immunofluorescence was not 

detected in AT8 labeled NFTs (Fig. 28, panels g – i).  Paxillin in nuclei of choroid plexus cells in 

control subjects was also detected (Fig. 29, panels a - c), with loss of nuclear immunostaining in 

AD (Fig. 29, panels d - f).  These results are also consistent with those observed from light 

microscopy (Fig. 29, panels a and d).  Paxillin IF was detected in a cluster of cells that surround 

the lateral ventricle (Fig. 30).  In granular ependymitis, the eppendymal lining is damaged and 

the cells are replaced by reactive astrocytes (275).  Paxillin is predominantly colocalized with 

GFAP positive cells in these nodules (Fig. 30). 

4.6 DISTRIBUTION OF ACTIVATED ISOFORMS OF PAXILLIN 

To further determine the cell types that exhibit these phosphorylated forms of paxillin, 

performance of both light microscopy and LSCM of control and AD tissue sections were 

conducted.  In control subjects, pY31 paxillin immunoreactivity was distributed throughout the 

soma, processes and well-defined nuclear localization in hippocampal pyramidal (Fig. 31 A, 

panel a) and dentate neurons (data not shown).  In AD, pY31 paxillin was observed in the 

cytoplasm, punctate structures within the soma, and reduced levels within nuclei of CA1 

pyramidal neurons (Fig. 31 A, panel b).  pY31 recognized both Hirano bodies and plaques in the 

hippocampus of AD subjects (Fig. 31, panels c and d).  pY31 paxillin immunofluorescence was 

observed by LSCM in pyramidal neurons and colocalized with AT8 immunopositive soma and 

neuritic processes (Fig. 31 B, panels a – f).  Within plaques, pY31 paxillin was present in both 

AT8 positive and negative neuritic processes (Fig. 31 B, panels d – f).  Serial hippocampal  
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Figure 31. Expression of phosphorylated Y31 (pY31) paxillin in human hippocampus 
(A):  Hippocampal sections were labeled with anti-pY31 paxillin antibody from both control and 
AD subjects (a and b). Magnification is 400X. pY31 paxillin localized to Hirano bodies (c) and 
neuritic plaques (d).  (B):  LSCM with pY31 paxillin (green), nucleus (blue) and AT8 labeled 
hyperphosphorylated tau (red).  pY31 paxillin immunofluorescence was co-localized in the 
majority of AT8 positive pyramidal neurons in both NFTs and neuritic processes within plaque 
pathology (a – f). Scale bars = A: (a – d) 50μm, B: (a – f) 50μm. 

 

 

 
Figure 32. Expression of phosphorylated Y31 (pY31) paxillin in plaques 
Tissue sections from AD hippocampus immunostained with pY31 paxillin antibody reveals 
protein expression in plaques as determined by serial tissue sections stained with antibodies for 
amyloid. Scale bar = 200μm 

 

sections stained for pY31 and amyloid showed overlapping plaque positive staining (Fig. 32). 

Phosphorylated Y118 (pY118) paxillin immunoreactivity was predominately located in 

the nucleus of hippocampal pyramidal neurons in control subjects (Fig. 33 A, Normal).  In the 

CA1 hippocampal subfield of AD subjects, pY118 paxillin immunoreactivity was decreased 

within nuclei.  However, the presence of pY118 paxillin positive granulovacular degeneration 

(GVD) bodies was observed in AD subjects (Fig. 33 A, AD).  Both of these differences in pY118 

immunostaining between control and AD subjects reached statistical significance in the CA1 
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Figure 33. Expression of phosphorylated Y118 (pY118) paxillin in human hippocampus 
(A):  Hippocampal sections from control and AD subjects labeled with anti-pY118 paxillin 
antibody.  CA1 pyramidal neurons in AD hippocampus contain elevated levels of pY118 paxillin 
immunoreactivity in GVD bodies.  Insets are higher magnification showing pY118 paxillin 
immunoreactivity in CA1 pyramidal neurons.  Arrows in AD inset indicate GVD bodies within a 
CA1 pyramidal neuron.  pY118 paxillin specific peptide and non-specific peptide blocking 
controls were perfomed (c and d).  (B):  LSCM with pY118 paxillin (green), nucleus (blue) and 
AT8 labeled hyperphosphorylated tau (red).  pY118 paxillin immunofluorescence was co-
localized in the majority of AT8 positive pyramidal neurons in both NFTs and processes within 
plaque pathology (a – f).  Note extensive co-localization of pY118 paxillin in nuclei of neuronal 
and non-neuronal cells. Scale bars = A: (a and b) 50μm, (c and d) 500μm, B:  (a - f) 50μm 
 

 
Figure 34. Internal control for lipofuscin for phosphorylated Y118 (pY118) paxillin 
immunoreactivity 
Serial hippocampus sections were used to determine the specificity of anti-pY118 paxillin 
antibodies.  pY118 immunoreactivity in control tissue (a and b) and AD tissue (c and d).  
Autofluorescence was detected in control tissue (e and f) and AD tissue (g and h) by using a 
triple color (blue, green, and red) fluorescent microscope to view unstained hippocampus 
sections.  A Bielschowsky stain in control tissue (i and j) and AD tissue (k and l) was utilized to 
determine the number of pyramidal neurons in the hippocampus sections. Scale bars =  (a - l) 
400μm. 
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subfield (Table 10, Rows 7 and 8).  The specificity of the pY118 paxillin immunoreactivity was 

confirmed using phosphorylated and non-phosphorylated blocking peptides (Fig. 33 A, panels c 

andd).  An internal control for lipofuscin (considered nondegradeable intracelluar garbage that 

some antibodies recognized nonspecifically) was developed to determine the specificity of the 

pY118 paxillin antibody at the light level and LSCM level.  Using serial sections from control 

and AD subjects, a direct comparison of the IHC staining with the pY118 paxillin antibody was 

made with the autofluorescence profile using a triple cube for all wavelengths used in IF (Blue, 

Green, and Red) to determine if the level of autofluorescence was altered in AD subjects (Fig. 

34).  A Bielschowsky stain of the hippocampus from both control and AD subjects was also used 

to determine the architecture of the hippocampus and accompanying pathology.  All images were 

aligned to determine overlap of the antibody detection signal and lipofuscin.  This technique 

confirmed that the pY118 staining was beyond non-specific binding to lipofuscin in pyramidal 

neurons of the hippocampus.  By LSCM, pY118 paxillin was observed in AT8 positive NFTs 

and plaques (Fig. 33 B).  pY118 paxillin immunofluorescence was also found in GVD bodies 

that were negative for AT8 (Fig. 33 B, arrows in panels a – c). Abundant pY118 paxillin within 

nuclei of neuronal and non-neuronal cells was readily detected (Fig. 33 B, panels a – f).  pY31 

paxillin and pY118 paxillin recognized both internal and external epitopes in Hirano bodies (Fig. 

31, panel c; Fig. 35).  Hirano bodies are formed after aberrant caspase cleavage of actin filaments 

(fractin) that enable their crystallization which form a non-degradable protein complex.  These 

crystalline structures are typicallyassociated with normal senescence and not specific to AD.  

However, it is believed that AD sublects may contain a greater number of Hirano bodies (111-

114). 
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Figure 35. Pathological hallmarks in AD recognized by paxillin and activated isoforms of 
paxillin 
Plaques = pY31, NFTs = pY31, GVDs = p118, activated astrocytes = paxillin, and Hirano bodies 
= pY118.  Both pY31 and pY118 recognize both internal and expernal epitopes within Hirano 
bodies.  pY31 detected a subset of GVDs while  pY118 detects the majority of GVDs.  pY118 
detected inclusions that were not adjacent to neuronal cell bodies.   

 

Phosphorylation of paxillin serine residues in control and AD brain were examined.  

Immunoblot analysis of the soluble fraction revealed a specific immunoreactive band of the 

appropriate molecular mass for pS126 specific antibodies (data not shown).  However, my data 

did not reveal statistically significant differences in protein levels of pS126 in AD (data not 

shown).  To further determine the cell types that exhibit serine phorphorylated isoforms of 

paxillin, both light microscopy and LSCM of control and AD tissue sections were performed.  

Phosphorylated S126 (pS126) paxillin immunoreactivity was detected in the soma and nucleus of 

neurons throughout the hippocampus of control subjects (Fig. 36 A).  Within AD hippocampus, 
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Figure 36. Expression of phosphorylated S126 (pS126) paxillin in human hippocampus 
(A):  Hippocampal sections from control and AD subjects labeled with anti-pS126 paxillin 
antibody.  CA1 pyramidal neurons in AD hippocampus contain elevated levels of pS126 paxillin 
immunoreactivity in GVD bodies and reduced nuclear pS126 paxillin compared to controls 
subjects. Insets are high power magnification of pS126 paxillin immunoreactivity in CA1 
pyramidal neurons (a and b).  pS126 paxillin specific peptide and non-specific peptide blocking 
controls were perfomed (c and d).   (B):  LSCM with pS126 paxillin (green), nucleus (blue) and 
AT8 labeled hyperphosphorylated tau (red).  pS126 paxillin immunofluorescence was co-
localized in the majority of AT8 positive pyramidal neurons in both NFTs and processes within 
plaque pathology (a – f). Scale bars = A: (a and b) 50μm, (c and d) 500μm, B:  (a - f) 50μm 

 

pS126 paxillin was significantly elevated in GVD bodies in the cytoplasm of CA1 pyramidal 

neurons (Fig. 36 A; Table 10, Row 9).  The specificity of the pS126 paxillin antibody was 

confirmed using phosphorylated and non-phosphorylated blocking peptides (Fig. 36).  

Phosphorylated S178 (pS178) paxillin immunoreactivity was also detected in neuronal soma and 

nuclei throughout the hippocampus of control subjects (Fig. 37 A).  In CA1 pyramidal neurons 

of AD subjects, significantly decreased levels of pS178 paxillin soma and nuclear and increased 

cytoplasmic granule staining were observed (Fig. 37 A; Table 10, Row 10).  pS178 paxillin 

immunofluorescence was observed in neuronal processes, GVD bodies and NFTs in pyramidal 

neurons throughout the hippocampus (Fig. 37 B, panels a – c).  pS178 paxillin in both AT8 

positive and negative neuritic processes in plaques were detected (Fig. 37 B, panels d – f).  
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Figure 37. Expression of phosphorylated S178 (pS178) paxillin in human hippocampus 
(A): Control and AD sections immunolabeled for pS178 paxillin.  CA1 pyramidal neurons in AD 
hippocampus contain elevated levels of pS178 paxillin immunoreactivity in GVD bodies and 
reduced nuclear pS178 paxillin compared to controls subjects.  Insets are high power 
magnification of pS178 paxillin immunoreactivity in CA1 pyramidal neurons (a and b). (B):  
LSCM with pS178 paxillin (green), nucleus (blue) and AT8 labeled hyperphosphorylated tau 
(red).  pS178 paxillin immunofluorescence was co-localized in the majority of AT8 positive 
pyramidal neurons in both NFTs and processes within plaque pathology (a – f). Scale bars = A: 
(a and b) 50μm, (a - f) 50μm. 
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Table 10. Statistical Analysis 
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4.7 COIMMUNOPRECIPITATION WITH P-TAU AND PRO-GROWTH MARKERS 

While the analysis of phospho-specific paxillin expression provides an indirect assessment of 

distinct functional forms of paxillin (subject to activation by different signaling pathways), an 

independent approach was used to assess paxillin and Hic-5 functionality in AD and normal 

subjects.  Therefore, coimmunoprecipitation assays were performed to assess whether Hic-5 

and/or paxillin interacted with phosphorylated tau.  Phosphorylated tau is known to interact with 

a number of intracellular signaling molecules and alter cellular response to various 

environmental cues.  Coimmunprecipitation assays were performed as described in Chapter 3.  

As shown in Figure 38, pTau coimmunoprecipitated with Hic-5, paxillin and phosphorylated 

isoforms of paxillin (i.e. pY31, pY118) in AD but not in controls.  Thus, Hic-5, paxillin and at 

least two phosphorylated isoforms of paxillin are stably associated with pTau.  These 

immunoblots were further analyzed with known pro-growth phospho epitopes of c-Abl, SRC, 

and ERK1/2 proteins.  Hic-5, paxillin, pY31, pY118, and c-Abl are associated with ERK1/2 and 

SRC in both control and AD subjects.  The association of pY31 and pY118 paxillin with c-Abl 

may be greater in extracts from AD vs. control subjects.  One possible mechanism of these 

interactions is that paxillin and c-Abl are involved in abbearant cell signaling during AD 

progression.  However, additional experiments are required to confirm this observation. 
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Figure 38. Coimmunoprecipitation of Hic-5, paxillin, activated paxillin isoforms, and c-Abl 
with pTau 
Fresh frozen hippocampus from one neuropathologically confirmed AD (lanes 1-5) and one non-
neurologic disease control (lanes 6-10) cases were homogenized as described in Methods to 
generate total homogenate.  Equal amounts of protein from each total homogenate were 
immunoprecipitated with specific antibodies (lanes 2 and 8 = no antibody control, lanes 3 & 9 = 
Hic-5, lanes 4 & 10 = paxillin, lanes 5 & 11 = pY31 paxillin, lanes 6 & 12= pY118 paxillin, and 
lanes 7 & 13).  Equal amounts of bound complexes from each antibody were loaded in gel lanes 
and immunolabeled with pTau (AT8), c-Abl, SRC, ERK1/2.  Red boxes indicate that c-Abl 
associated with pY31 and pY118 paxillin in AD and not in control subjects while the blue circles 
indicates c-Abl antibodies used in the immunoprecipitation recognized itself by immunolabeling.   
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5.0  DISCUSSION 

The participation of focal adhesion proteins in the pathogenesis of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) has 

been postulated based upon in vitro interactions of integrins with β-amyloid in vitro (144, 156-

159).  Integrin activation by ß-amyloid could trigger downstream signaling events via focal 

adhesion proteins that differentially affect neuronal cell function and survival.  Overall, the WB 

analysis in human hippocampus only observed a significant decrease in early-stage AD for Hic-5 

and did not demonstrate changes in AD compared to control subjects in either TX-100 soluble or 

insoluble fractions for paxillin or activated isoforms of paxillin.  To gain better understanding of 

the nature of these alterations, IHC and LSCM was used to assess the expression and subcellular 

distribution of Hic-5, paxillin and phosphorylated isoforms of paxillin in the hippocampus of 

control, early-stage AD and late-stage AD.  Distinct patterns of expression for Hic-5 and paxillin 

in the hippocampus were observed.  Both Hic-5 and paxillin exhibit altered immunostaining 

within the CA1 subfield of AD hippocampus when compared to control hippocampus.   

Hic-5 was predominately expressed in neurons and localized to NFTs.  The increased 

expression of Hic-5 appears to be a primary cell signaling molecule and levels change early 

during AD progression.  Both oxidative stress and TGFβ are known regulators of the immune 

response and been shown to regulate Hic-5 expression and both have been shown to be 

upregulated during AD progression.  However, Hic-5 expression levels in AD may be due to 

decreased degradation.  Many ofproteosomal degradation pathway have also shown to be 
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downregulated during AD progression.  Paxillin was detected in reactive astrocytes and CA1 

pyramidal neurons while phosphorylated isoforms of paxillin were observed in pyramidal 

neurons and NFTs throughout the hippocampus.  Hic-5 and paxillin was detected in compexes 

immunoprecipitated with phosphorylated tau and colocalized of phosphorylated paxillin in both 

GVD bodies and Hirano Bodies in AD hippocampus were observed. 

These results provide the first characterization of Hic-5 and paxillin expression and 

distribution in the human brain with increased levels in AD brain, as shown by immunoblot.  

Hic-5 was expressed predominantly in pyramidal neurons of human hippocampus.  To date, the 

only known function of Hic-5 in neurons is its regulation of surface levels of DAT in rat 

midbrain neuronal cultures and inhibition of dopamine uptake (270).  Within the midbrain a 

direct interaction between Hic-5 and DAT may be responsible for this effect.  My observation 

that Hic-5 protein levels are significantly elevated within CA1 pyramidal neurons in AD subjects 

suggest that it may function similarly in sequestering cell surface receptors or transporters away 

from the plasma membrane to alter function and intracellular signaling.  A recent study analyzed 

the expression and localization of dopamine receptor (DR1-5) subtypes in control vs. AD brains 

and further suggests that the dopaminergic system is altered in AD (276).  It would be interesting 

to determine whether Hic-5 plays any role in regulating these dopamine receptor subtypes or 

other neuronal cell surface receptors during AD. 

Hic-5 was predominantly located within the cell body of pyramidal neurons and excluded 

from the nucleus in most cells in both control and AD hippocampus.  Hic-5 in the nucleus of a 

subset of CA1 pyramidal neurons and non-neuronal cells in AD subjects, and colocalization of 

Hic-5 with pTau in NFTs were detected.  Hic-5 was also observed in the core of many amyloid 

plaques.  Future studies are required to further determine the potential role of oxidative stress in 
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modulating Hic-5 in vivo distribution in the brain.  However, these results indicate that the 

subcellular distribution of the focal adhesion protein Hic-5 is altered during AD.   

Paxillin is predominantly expressed in activated glia throughout the hippocampus and 

elevated in AD subjects.  LSCM of paxillin and GFAP confirmed that paxillin is present in many 

reactive astrocytes throughout all regions of the hippocampus.  Prior studies have not detected 

paxillin in astrocytes of human brain.  However, in rodent models of brain trauma increased 

paxillin protein levels were observed only in reactive glia of the white matter (277).  These 

authors suggested that initial glial reactions to trauma generate new “focal contacts” requiring 

GFAP and paxillin (277).  It is possible that colocalization of paxillin in GFAP positive 

astrocytes in AD brain reflects a generation of new focal adhesions required for astrocytic 

motility and activation during AD.  Interestingly, in control subjects paxillin was detected in 

focal granules in the nucleus of both CA1 pyramidal neurons and cells of the choroid plexus 

whereas paxillin immunoreactivity in the nucleus was significantly decreased in AD subjects.  

While alterations in CA1 pyramidal neurons have been extensively observed in various 

neurodegenerative disorders and trauma, only more recent studies have observed alterations in 

the structure and function of the choroid plexus in AD (278-282).  The choroid plexus is known 

undergo morphological alterations in late-stage AD (279, 280).  It has also been postulated that 

the choroid plexus is responsible for removing Aβ from the brain cerebrospinal fluid (283).  

Changes in the localization of paxillin out of focal nuclear granules and the nucleus in both CA1 

neurons and choroids plexus cells may be reflecting key regulatory signaling pathways in AD.   

Specific phosphorylated isoforms of paxillin have been shown to reflect the activation of 

distinct signaling pathways.  Paxillin is phosphorylated on tyrosine residues Y31 and Y118 sites 

upon the initial activation of ECM-integrin signaling and the formation of intracellular focal 
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adhesion sites.  In cultured neurons, paxillin is also rapidly phosphorylated on tyrosine residues 

in the presence of fibrillar β-amyloid and located to dystrophic neurites surrounding amyloid 

plaques in AD brain tissue (158).  Phosphorylation of paxillin on serine residues S126 and S178 

is regulated by JNK signaling pathways (145-147, 234).  By immunoblot, no changes in the 

levels of pY31, pY118, pS126, or pS178 paxillin in AD brain were detected.  Though 

immunoblot analysis of the soluble fraction did reveal a band of the appropriate molecular mass 

for pS178 in the majority of control subjects, two additional bands were observed in the majority 

of AD subjects (data not shown).  Additional biochemical analysis is necessary for the presence 

of pS178 in these additional larger molecular weight bands to determine significant differences 

in levels of this protein and whether homodimers/trimers are present and elevated in AD brains 

by WB analysis.   Analysis of the presence and distribution of each phosphorylated isoform of 

paxillin in control and AD hippocampus occurred.  In control hippocampus, both pY31 and 

pY118 are predominantly observed in the cellular processes and soma of pyramidal neurons.  In 

early-stage and late-stage AD, phosphorylated pY31 and pY118 levels are significantly 

decreased in the CA1 subfield.  In addition, pY118 was detected in GVD bodies in the cell soma 

of pyramidal neurons in AD while GVD bodies were devoid of pY31 staining.  The differences 

in staining of these two phosphorylated paxillin isoforms are perhaps reflective of the activation 

of distinct signaling pathways in AD.  In control subjects, all four anti-phospho paxillin 

antibodies used in this study labeled well-defined nuclei in CA1 pyramidal neurons whereas the 

nuclear localization was reduced in AD subjects.  Both pS126 and pS178 were present in GVD 

bodies and NFTs in AD hippocampus, with highest levels in the CA1 subfield.  Biochemical data 

supporting direct interactions of pS126 and pS178 paxillin with tau awaits future studies.  These 

results suggest that altered paxillin phosphorylation occurs during AD and that paxillin protein is 
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redistributed to intracellular protein aggregates and NFTs.  The presence of phosphorylated 

paxillin in both Hirano bodies and GVD bodies is an exciting observation.  Future studies are 

necessary to determine the role of paxillin in the generation of these pathologic features in AD. 

The localization of phosphorylated paxillin within nuclei is a novel finding that warrants 

further investigation to determine its role during AD.  Hic-5 nucleocytoplasmic shuttling is 

regulated by reactive oxygen species (ROS) but no evidence for ROS regulation of paxillin 

shuttling has been previously shown.  My in vivo results demonstrate specific phosphorylated 

isoforms of paxillin within nuclei, suggesting specific signaling cascades and phosphorylation 

events may regulate paxillin shuttling.  Interestingly, a decreased total paxillin in the nucleus of 

CA1 pyramidal neurons and in cells of the choroid plexus during AD was observed.  The role of 

paxillin in the nucleus is poorly understood, although one can argue that paxillin can function as 

a coactivator for steroid hormone receptors (151).  Another role of nuclear paxillin is to direct 

transport of mRNA out of the nucleus to sites of adhesion complexes involved in cell migration 

via interaction with poly(A)-binding protein (153).   It is possible that phosphorylated paxillin 

may also regulate gene expression or mRNA trafficking in AD hippocampus.   

When comparing the immunostaining pattern of non-phosphorylated to activated paxillin 

in the human hippocampus, a clear distinction can be made.  Paxillin was predominantly 

expressed in glial cells while phosphorylated and activated paxillin was predominantly detected 

in neurons.  The basis for this difference may reflect the differential state of paxillin 

phosphorylation in neurons and glia.  Prior in vitro models demonstrated that activation of 

astrocytes generated a loss of paxillin phosphorylation on tyrosine residues (284). 

Phosphorylated isoforms of paxillin in the nuclei of non-neuronal cells were observed, 

suggesting that in glia the location of phosphorylated paxillin is predominately in the nucleus.  
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The lack of paxillin immunoreactivity using an antibody to the non-phosphorylated epitope in 

Hirano bodies and GVD bodies may reflect the inability of this paxillin antibody to recognize its 

epitope upon paxillin activation or in protein aggregates.   

Surprisingly, many of these antibodies for phospho-paxillin localized to five pathological 

landmarks in AD including neuritic plaques, neurofibrilliary tangles, dystrophic neurites, Hirano 

bodies and GVD bodies.  However, no phospho-paxillin antibody used in this study was found in 

morphologically appearing activated astrocytes.   The lack of total paxillin immunoreactivity in 

Hirano bodies and GVD bodies may indicate aberrant signaling pathways specifically utilizing 

phospho-paxillin isoforms.  GVD bodies are a hallmark of AD pathology consisting of single 

membrane vesicles that are formed from lysosomal autophagy of cytoplasmic substances 

containing cytoskeleton proteins including neurofilament, tau and tubulin.  Phospho-paxillin 

isoforms found to stain GVD bodies of pyramidal neurons ranged from only a few to fifty or 

more granular protein complexes.  The difference in cellular utilization of total paxillin vs. 

phospho-paxillin isoforms in control vs. AD brain reflects the activation of specific endpoints for 

distinct signaling pathways.  Both GVD bodies and Hirano bodies occur in aging brains and may 

reflect a survival pathway that neurons utilize during chronic neurotoxic insults to delay cell 

death.  Tyrosine kinases may therefore be key mediators in these hallmarks of AD as well and as 

their known roles in formation of plaques and tangles.  The mechanisms allowing these 

hallmarks to form may also be integral in the pathogenesis of AD.  In vitro studies are now able 

to recreate these hallmarks and their exact role in neuronal cell death will be examined.   
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6.0  CONCLUSION 

These results implicate both Hic-5 and paxillin signaling pathways in the pathobiology of AD.  

These important scaffolding proteins that link the extracellular matrix to various intracellular 

signaling pathways are altered in specific cell types during AD and contained within 

neuropathologic hallmarks of the disease.  The early alteration of expression and function of 

focal adhesion signaling pathway related proteins in AD brains supports the hypothesis that 

integrin/focal adhesion signal pathway is a primary participant in neuronal cell dysfunction in 

AD and not due to a secondary event.  Given the data relating focal adhesion activation by Aβ 

and neuronal cell death pathways, attention to focal adhesion proteins, and downstream pathways 

warrant further investigation in AD.  Continued studies of these and other focal adhesion 

proteins are necessary to evaluate their roles in AD pathogenesis and as potential therapeutic 

targets for AD and other neurodegenerative diseases. 
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7.0  FUTURE DIRECTION 

The future directions of this project should include detailed investigation into the mechanism of 

Hic-5 and paxillin function at both genomic and nongenomic levels to reveal how their functions 

are affected in response to changes in the redox state that impact neuronal cell survival.  Hic-5 

and paxillin may be therapeutic targets for human diseases associated with oxidative stress.  My 

thesis data implicates both hic-5 and paxillin signaling pathways within the pathobiology of AD.  

Hic-5 and phosphorylated isoforms of paxillin colocalize with NFTs, while paxillin is 

predominantly found in reactive astrocytes in the hippocampus of AD brains.  Thus, important 

scaffolding proteins that link various intracellular signaling pathways to the ECM are modified 

and exhibit altered subcellular distribution during AD.  Specifically, these results provide novel 

insight regarding the response of signaling molecules that impact both cytoplasmic and nuclear 

targets of protein phosphorylation cascades altered in AD hippocampus.  The number of human 

cases studied and hypotheses generated during this thesis adds to existing in vitro data linking 

focal adhesion proteins in the pathogenesis of AD.  The function of these focal adhesion proteins 

and interacting molecules has been extensively studied in other cellular models and the 

incorporation of data from those studies into neuronal models could uncover key alterations in 

AD.  Further analysis of these and other focal adhesion proteins in AD pathogenesis is currently 

underway and may provide novel therapeutic targets for AD and other neurodegenerative 

diseases.   
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7.1 FUNCTIONAL STUDIES OF HIC-5 AND PAXILLIN IN NEURONS 

Hic-5 and paxillin expression and subcellular localization patterns will be addressed in models of 

neurodegenerative disease associated with chronic oxidative stress, such as AD and PD or acute 

oxidative stress including ischemia.  Paxillin’s role in Aß-induced neuronal toxicity and data 

shown above in AD tissue point to this model, while Hic-5’s interactions with DAT and possible 

involvement in PD and dopamine toxicity point to the relevance of this model.  The neurotoxins 

glutamate and Aß may be physiologically more relevant than H2O2 and will be used due to their 

direct association with oxidative stress and disease.  Amyloid plaques and NFT formation are the 

major hallmarks of AD and their generation may be influenced by ROS.  While Hic-5 and 

paxillin share many interacting partners, this may have been predicted because of the high degree 

of relatedness between their LIM domains.  This also suggests these proteins may act 

competitively in many signal transduction pathways. The potential interactions between Hic-5 

and paxillin have not been studied in any neuronal system.  The development of an in vitro 

model to determine the impact of oxidative stress on Hic-5 and paxillin will be used to explore 

potential natural paxillin antagonistic moieties to ultimately disrupt paxillin’s role in Aβ-induced 

neuronal toxicity.   

H2O2 leads to nuclear accumulation of Hic-5 in fibroblasts and osteoblasts.  The 

generation of oxidative stress with H2O2 and neurotoxins has been established in neuronal cell 

lines (HT-22: mouse hippocampus, SH-SY5Y: human neuroblastoma, and N27: human DA 

cells).  Thus, Hic-5 and paxillin expression and subcellular localization patterns will be 
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determined following oxidative stress generated in these neuronal cell lines by neurotoxins.  

These cells will be treated with varying amounts of H2O2 (0.1 to 1mM), glutamate (5 to 10 mM), 

and serum (1 to 10 %) to standardize a death curve for oxidative stress necessary to validate and 

reproduce findings between toxins and neuronal cells used in the study.  Flow cytometry using 

antibodies to Annexin that identify this protein on the cell surface as an early marker for 

apoptosis mediated cell death could be used to aid in the standardization after toxic treatments.  

Conditions will then be chosen for neuronal cells resulting in approximately 25% cell death after 

~8 hours treatment of oxidative stress by using multiple methods for cell counting.  Changes in 

Hic-5 and paxillin expression and subcellular localization will be examined using WB, IHC, and 

IF analysis.  Previous results from our lab determined a key regulatory event involved in 

apoptosis found using these conditions (173).  To assay for changes in the expression of Hic-5 

and paxillin, WB analysis will be performed using extracts from cells treated for different time 

points with varying doses of H2O2. Hic-5 and paxillin localization in oxidatively stressed cells 

will also be assessed by LSCM.  GFP-Hic-5 and GFP-paxillin constructs will be used to examine 

H2O2 effects on Hic-5 and paxillin localization.  Both glutamate and Aβ fibrils will be used to 

further address the direct impact of oxidative stress on Hic-5 and paxillin expression and 

subcellular localization in neuronal cells.   

Hic-5 and paxillin function at the genomic and nongenomic levels in oxidatively stressed 

neurons and may impact neuronal cell survival.  Neuronal cells will be transfected with Hic-5 

and paxillin deletion mutant constructs based on proposed experimental methods to determine 

natuaral antagonistic moieties and exposed to H2O2, glutamate or Aß to identify their impact in 

neuronal cell responses to oxidative stress.  Nongenomic functions of Hic-5 and paxillin mutant 

peptides will be addressed by determining the degree of paxillin activation/phosphorylation and 
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formation of dystrophic neurites in Aß-induced neuronal toxicity.  Numerous phosphorylation 

sites within paxillin have been determined and mapped by mass spectrometry (135).  Other post-

translational modifications have been observed to regulate paxillin including O-linked N-

acetylglucosamine (GlcNAc) moiety on Ser74 and ubiquination in the N-terminous. Each 

modification may regulate paxillin’s role in neuronal cell death.  The functional effects of 

multiple post-translational modifications on paxillin remain unknown and determining how 

paxillin is regulated by post-translational modifications will help our understanding in paxillin’s 

role in neuronal cell death.  To identify post-translational modifications implicated in Hic-5 and 

paxillin function in oxidatively stressed neurons, WB analysis, LSCM, and mass spectrometry 

will be used to gain insight into cell signaling and neuronal cell death.  To identify protein-

protein interactions for Hic-5 and paxillin in oxidatively stressed neurons, WB analysis, IP 

assays, and LSCM will be used.  To assay changes in protein-DNA interactions for Hic-5 and 

paxillin in oxidatively stressed neurons, RT-PCR, chromatin IP assays (ChIPs), and EMSAs on 

putative Hic-5 and paxillin target genes will be performed.  Gene transcripts regulated by Hic-5, 

paxillin, and antioxidant response elements will be targeted including c-fos.  

7.2 EXPRESSION AND DISTRIBUTION IN OTHER NEURODEGENERATIVE 

DISEASES 

Results presented here provide the first characterization of hic-5 and paxillin expression and 

distribution in the human brain with increased levels in AD brain.  Hic-5 was expressed 

predominantly in pyramidal neurons of human hippocampus.  To date, the only known function 

of hic-5 in neurons is its regulation of surface levels of DAT in rat midbrain neuronal cultures 
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and inhibition of dopamine uptake (270).  Within the midbrain a direct interaction between hic-5 

and DAT may be responsible for this effect.  The observation that hic-5 protein levels are 

significantly elevated within CA1 pyramidal neurons in AD subjects suggests that Hic-5 may 

function similarly in sequestering cell surface receptors or transporters away from the plasma 

membrane to alter function and intracellular signaling.  A recent study analyzed the expression 

and localization of dopamine receptor (DR1-5) subtypes in control vs. AD brains and further 

suggests that the dopaminergic system is altered in AD (276).  It would be useful to determine 

whether hic-5 plays any role in regulating these dopamine receptor subtypes or other neuronal 

cell surface receptors during AD and PD.  Also, Hic-5 localization cells within the subiculum 

that appear to be pTau negative indicates that Hic-5 may have role in FTD, FTD-ALS, and pure 

tauopathies.  Paxillin expression in activated astrocytes suggests that paxillin may be regulated 

by cytokines associated with AD or other neurodegenerative disease with elevate immune 

responses.  How cytokines regulate paxillin expression in these cells may help determine how 

paxillin regulates neuronal cell death.   

7.3 HIGH-THROUGHPUT DRUG SCREEN 

The generation of a high-throughput drug screen could be developed to determine the role each 

focal adhesion protein has in the formation of the focal adhesion-unit.  A cell free in vitro assay 

using either full length or mutated truncated functional domains of these proteins could be used 

to determine colocalization (assembly and disassembly of focal adhesions).  The proteins 

generated will be tagged in such a manner that each express only a portion of the amino acids 

required for visualization of the fluorescent markers used and can then determine colocalization 
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with proteins generated expressing the missing amino acids.  Colocalization of proteins can be 

performed by photo bleaching and recovery of fluorescence of the desired complexes.  Once this 

assay has been established, numerous drugs could then be tested to determine how they regulate 

focal adhesion turnover properties.   

7.4 TRANSGENIC ANIMAL STUDIES 

Results acquired from in vitro models previously proposed will then be used to generate 

transgenic animals expressing genes in brain found to disrupt Aβ toxic affects of paxillin.  The 

creation of transgenic animal models provides a powerful approach to study the effects of 

introduced specific genes.  To confirm proposed in vitro results, animals expressing potential 

paxillin antagonistic peptides will then be mated with animals models for neurodegeneration to 

validate in vitro data in an effort to slow, stop, or reverse neuronal cell death.  Loss of memory is 

ultimately linked to neuronal cell death and cell losses are pivital to numerous neurodegenerative 

disorders including AD.  Transgenic animal models generated from in vitro results including 

Hic-5 and paxillin mutants will need to be characterized with known cognitive and behavioral 

assessments to determine the relevance to disrupting paxillin’s role in neuronal cell death.  

Current FDA approved therapeutic drugs for AD will also be used in an effort to determine if 

they have an ability to disrupt paxillin’s role in neuronal death.  As mentioned in the 

Introduction, during advanced stages of AD subjects are prescribed a combined dosage of 

multiple drug targets to slow AD progression.  Therefore, the combined use of multiple AD 

drugs will be used to optimize the disruption of paxillin’s role in neuronal death based on 

severity of pathogical observations. 
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7.5 THERAPEUTIC OPPORTUNITIES 

Discovery of alterations in focal adhesion protein expression and subcellular location implicated 

in AD pathogenesis may provide novel therapeutic targets for AD and other neurodegenerative 

diseases.  My results determined altered expression and subcellular localization of Hic-5 and 

paxillin in AD.  Combined with results implicating paxillin LIM domains mediating Aβ toxic 

effects in neurons and results present in this dissertation may lead to the design of drugs 

specifically targeting focal adhesion protein expression and function.  At this time, focal 

adhesion turnover rates require a delicate balance of stability to maintain connections and 

plasticity to allow neuronal processes the ability to migrate and make functional new connections 

in the presence of ongoing cell death.  The timing of which of focal adhesion formation and 

disassembly may be the key to maintaing learning and memory as one ages.   
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